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McVeigh halts appeals, prepares to be executed
By The Associated Press
DENVER (AP) — Ending three
weeks of legal turmoil, Timothy
McVeigh has halted all further
appeals and says he is prepared to
die by lethal injection Monday
morning for the Oklahoma City
bombing.
McVeigh's decision, which clears
the way for his execution, came
Thursday minutes after a threejudge panel of the 10th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals rejected his
request for an execution delay.
He could have petitioned for the
full appeals court to consider his
request, taken the case to the U.S.
Supreme Court or asked President
Bush for clemency. Instead,

Timothy

McVeigh

McVeigh was prepared to die, said
attorney Rob Nigh.
"He has family and friends that
he must say his goodbyes to, the
kind of introspection and psychological preparation he has to go
through only he can know and other

people in his position can know,"
Nigh said outside the appeals court.
At the federal prison in Terre
Haute, Ind., McVeigh could be
moved as early as Friday from his
cell to the execution building, a windowless, two-story brick structure
surrounded by a fence topped with
barbed wire. He would be the first
federal prisoner executed since
1963.
In Oklahoma City, reaction was
mixed among bombing victims' relatives and survivors.
"It's kind of like a burden lifted
off my shoulders," said Pau)
Howell, whose daughter was killed
in the bombing and who plans to
witness the execution at the prison

in Terre Haute. "I'm going to start
preparing myself mentally for it
now."
Jannie Coverdale, whose two
grandsons were killed, wants
McVeigh to remain alive because
she does not believe the full truth
has been told about the bombing.
She plans to begin writing letters
next week to Attorney General John
Ashcroft,
congressmen
and
McVeigh's attorneys to try to get
copies of court documents.
But first she will go to her grandsons' graves.
"I have to tell the boys the bad
man is dead and he can't hurt anyone anymore," she said.
McVeigh was convicted of mur-

der, conspiracy and mass weapons
charges in the April 19.1995, bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building. The blast killed 168 people and injured hundreds more.
He had stopped his appeals this
year and was preparing for his May
16 execution when the Justice
Department announced in early May
that nearly 4,500 pages and 11 CDs
of FBI material had been found that
should have been given to his attorneys before his 1997 trial. Ashcroft
ordered the execution delayed to
give the defense time to review the
material.
A week ago, attorneys for
McVeigh,a Gulf War veteran, began
an aggressive campaign to delay the
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"How can you be when you have ing and low overall tax rate, good
been number one in the country," recreational facilities and friendly
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Williams said.
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execution a second time, alleging in
a court brief that the government
committed a "fraud upon the court"
by withholding documents.
On Wednesday, U.S. District
Judge Richard Matsch denied
McVeigh's request, saying it was
clear he was "the instrument of
death and destruction" in the bombing, the worst act of terrorism on
U.S. soil.
- His attorneys appealed Thursday,
but the three-judge panel ruled that
McVeigh "utterly failed to demonstrate substantial grounds" why he
should not be put to death.
The attorneys acknowledged that
nothing in the FBI documents
proves McVeigh is innocent.

Autopsy on 10month-old girl
planned for today.

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo

ADJUSTING ... Sportable Scoreboard technician Tommy Gregory reattaches a faceplate to
the board after repairing a solder joint Wednesday at one of the Murray Calloway County
Park baseball fields.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A 10month-old girl died after she was left
in a minivan in front of her house.
authorities said in a report in today's
(Friday's) edition of the Paducah
Syn..
Detectives were trying to determine how long the child was inside
the minivan and the-outside temperature during that time. Chief Deputy
Sheriff Terry Long said.
The
Reidland-Farley
Fire
Department was dispatched to the
residence at 3:20 p.m. CDT.
Thursday.
When paramedics arrived, the
baby had been taken • inside the
house and was unresponsive.
She was taken to Lourdes hospital and was pronounced dead about a
half-hour later.
The infant had a twin brother and
two other siblings.
An autopsy was scheduled for
this (Friday) morning to determine
the cause of the infant's death.

Owl-caused damage Vandalism threatens to close BMX track
prompts Saturday
power outage
Special to the Ledger
MAYFLELD, Ky. — In order to isolate and remove TVA equipment
damaged from contact by an owl, an outage will be necessary at the
Western Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation(WKRECC)
East Murray Substation.
The outage will occur Saturday, beginning at 12:01 a.m., and will last
approximately an hour, a release from WKRECC stated.
Areas affected by this outage include Pottertown, New Concord,
Hazel and Wiswell. Routes affected include Highway 94, both east and
west of Murray; Highway 121 from Murray to the Tennessee state line:
Highway 641 south of Murray; South 16th Street; Wiswell Highway; and
an area north of Highway 94 on the east side of Murray.
Should severe weather conditions develop, the outage will be postponed. If repairs go as planned to the damaged equipment. the release
noted, a second outage will be planned for Saturday, June 16, at 12:01
a.m.

though.
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
"If these kinds of things continue, we're going
Staff Writer
Brad Steele wants to make one thing clear: The to shut the BMX track down,- Steele said.
Steele said revenue derived from use of th,
Murray-Calloway County Park's BMX track is
track flows in much the same way as other recre
not to be tampered with.
After two recent incidents of vandalism at the ational leagues that use park facilities.
"Basically, we built the track and NBL (th,
track, Steele, the park's director, wants to get the
message out that the nearly-two-year-old track National Bicycle League) sponsors it," Steel,
should be treated with care — or it may not be said. -We maintenance the track, and the mone
that is brought in goes into the local BMX corn
there in the future.
"Basically. they've cut a lot of the ties on the mittee's account."
A NBL-sponsored state qualifying race 1,
BMX track fence, so they've been able to lift the
ties up," Steele said of the recent vandalism. scheduled to be held at the track this weekend
"There's also a big hole now in the fence. Any Although the repairs to the fence had not been
time they want to practice, they just lift up the made as of' Thursday afternoon, Steele said it
would likely be fixed before the racers arrive
fence or go through the hole."
Steele said the two incidents will cost the park Saturday for practice.
Steele also said he will be in contact with the
between $100 and $200 to repair. That total does
not even count prior instances where people have Murray Police Department regarding the inciused the track without permission and caused dents.
damages to it.
RFRNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo
"I keep telling the kids to stay off the track." REPAIR WORK ... A worker repairs a cut in
Steele said. "It's a constant thing that's been hapthe fence surrounding the Murray
pening."
It may not be a constant thing much longer. Calloway County Park BMX Track
Thursday.
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LBL gets
funding
Special to the Ledger
WASHINGTON — U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield (R-Ky.) chalked up another win for Land Between the Lakes
Thursday when a House subcommittee approved his request of S8.1 million for the national recreation area.
The
Interior
House
Appropnations Bill, which includes
most funding for the U.S. Forest
Service, LBL's new federal caretaker.
"Completing the transition to
Forest Service management of LBL
without interrupting the services for
thousands of visitors who enjoy our
natural treasure was no easy task,"
Whitfield said in a statement. "The
TVA employees who stayed on
through the transition, many of
whom remain there now with the
Forest Service, made that possible
and are owed a debt of gratitude."
Whitfield said he asked for $8
million because the Forest Service.
while maintaining all the previously
existing services at LBL, has not
realized the savings it expected.

KentuckyBriefs
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) —
Former Miss America Heather
French Henry is to receive a master's degree Saturday at the
University of Cincinnati.
The wife of Lt. Gov. Steve Henry
suspended graduate studies upon
becoming Miss America 2000. She
completed course work and a master's thesis in the last eight months,
according to a release from the lieutenant governor's office.
The thesis examined designs for
garments inspired by heroic events
in American military history. The
master's degree is awarded by the
university's College of Design,
Architecture, Art and Planning.
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — An
investigation found no evidence that
Daviess County Jailer Harold Taylor
asked inmates to perform work on
the new jail for his former construction company
The Daviess County Detention
BERNARD KANE Ledger 8. Times Photo
Center is scheduled to be completWHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK ... Dr. Stephanie Rea, flute teacher in the Murray State University
ed in July. Inmates at the current jail
Department of Music, gives a master class to a group of students during the week-long woodprompted the investigation by telling
officials Taylor was using them to do
winds camp in the Fine Arts Building annex Thursday afternoon.
jobs that should have gone to contract workers.
_ .
Kentucky State Police completed
its investigation last month.
"The investigation was focused
WASHINGTON (AP) — Reveling in his $1.35 trillion tax cut, President
on D&D, and other than speculation
Bush plans to unwind at his Texas ranch before embarking on a set of poten- on the part
of inmates at the jail,
Chamber of Commerce confertially contentious meetings with European leaders.
there was no evidence they took
ence room. Discussion about
Bush was set to remind an audience at a farm near Des Moines, Iowa, on part in constructing
any part of the
condition/solution for pool.
Friday that his 10-year tax cut will eventually eliminate the estate tax, an jail." said KSP
Sgt.
Jeff
Eastham.
June 27
issue of concern to those who inherit family farms.
This is the second investigation
• Purchase Area Regional Bush also planned to attend the college baseball world series in Omaha, Taylor has endured
involving D&D
Industrial Park Authority, 8:30 Neb.
Construction. He was also cleared
Signing the tax cut into law on Thursday. Bush said an estimated 96 mil- in April 1996 when
a.m.. PADD office. 1002 Medical
an investigator
Dr., Mayfield, Ky. For more infor- lion taxpayers can expect refund checks this summer.
from the attorney general's office
The checks for as much as $600 will arrive just in time to help pay back- looked into more than
mation. call 270-247-7171.
$45,000 in
to-school expenses, the president said.
payments made by the Fiscal Court

Bush trumpets tax success

Town rier
The following are upcoming
meetings and notices:
June 12
Calloway County
•
Fire
Protection District meeting. 6
p.m.. E. Sycamore St. main station
June 14
• Murray-Calloway County Parks
and Recreation meeting. 5 p.m.,

to D&D Construction for equipment
used during previous jail construction
Taylor formerly owned D&D
Construction with two of his children, Deborah Taylor and Duane
Taylor
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
city's four largest hotels are going to
get major makeovers.
Heirs of developer Al Schneider,
who died May 27, have pledged to
spend millions of dollars to improve
his holdings, which include the Galt
House, Galt House East, the
Executive Inn and the Executive
West.
Plans won't be final for a month
or so, but Mary Moseley,
Schneider's daughter, said
Wednesday "there will be a major
upgrading that will put the (hotels)
back on the map. We have a lot in
store."
Moseley is the chairwoman of
the family-controlled operating company set up nine months ago to
tend to Schneider's business
empire.
The work will be done over the
next two or three years. It will start
with the Galt House properties,
which may get a health club, a new
conference center, and one or more
new restaurants, said Schneider's
son-in-law, Tom O'Hearn, who has
long managed the properties.
Ron Scott, president of the
Greater Louisville Visitors &
Convention Bureau, said renovating
the two Galt House properties,
which together have more than
1.300 rooms and 650 employees,
"would be a major boost" for
expanding Louisville's downtown
convention business.

East Elem.
to serve
free
summer
meals

A Father's Day gift for the Dad
who's a little out of touch.

The Calloway County Board of
Education will participate in the
funded Summer Food Service
Program for children below the age
of 19.
All children are invited to panicipate and each will be served the
same meal at no charge regardless of
race, color, national origin, sex, age
or handicap. The following site will
he open for fo(xi service to all children between the ages of two and 19
years of age:
East Elementary School, 1169
Potterstown Road, Murray, Ky.

42071
Dates: June 11 to June 29, 2001
Breakfast served: 7:30 a.m. to
8:30 a.m.
Lunch served: 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m.
Persons who believe they have
been discriminated against in the
Summer Food Service Program
should write the Secretary of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
20250.
For more information, call Janice

McCuiston, Food Service Director
at 762-7400.

Treat him to unlimited incoming minutes and call him all you want.
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Gay clergy issue may be Presbyterian meeting's focus
straightforward, that we believe the
Scriptures teach, and the church ought to
proclaim that our officers should model in
their own lives," said the Rev. Jerry
Andrews of suburban Chicago."How else
can the church honor the Lord of the
church, if we neglect the word of the
Lord?"
The Presbyterians are among several
mainline Protestant denominations, notably
the Episcopal Church and United Methodist
Church, that have struggled with the issue
of gay clergy and same-sex unions in
recent years. Other Protestant groups could
face debates and protests at national meetings this summer.
Stuart and Andrews each said the struggle in the Presbyterian churches could go
either way. Repeal would require not only
passage at the Louisville assembly but also
— and probably harder to achieve — ratification by a majority of the church's 173
presbyteries, or regional legislatures.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(Al') —A disagreement simmering within the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.)over a ban on ordination
of homosexuals may boil over in the next
week.
Opponents of the ban intend to seek its
repeal when the nation's sixth-largest
Protestant denomination holds its national
assembly beginning Saturday in Louisville.
This city is also the headquarters of the
church, which has as many as 3.6 million
members.
"We resent this categorical prohibition,"
said the Rev. Laird Stuart, a San Francisco
pastor who leads a group pushing for
repeal.'
.'We would like ordaining bodies to
be given the right to ordain people as individuals, not as members of categories."
Conservatives are prepared to defend the
ban.
"There is a prohibition that is very

The sexual-conduct standard was inserted into the church's constitution in 1997. It
withstood a repeal attempt the next year.
In 1999, church policy-makers imposed
a two-year moratorium that shielded the
sexual-conduct law from changes. The
cooling-off period was intended to let
Presbyterians reflect on the emotional
issue.
Under the conduct standard, ministers,
deacons and elders are required to "live
either in fidelity within the covenant of
marriage between a man and a woman, or
chastity in singleness."
The practical effect was to prohibit gays
and lesbians from ascending to the pulpit or
lay leadership.
As they prepare to defend the ordination
standard, conservatives are regrouping
from a defeat on whether Presbyterian clergy can officiate at "commitment ceremonies" for gay couples. The national
assembly voted for a ban last year, but the

presbyteries failed to ratify it. That gave
clergy leeway to conduct such rites, as long
as they are not confused with marriages.
Andrews said that defeat caused a frustration among conservatives that would be
deepened if the ban on gay ordination was
lifted.
"This is not just a matter of private sexual behavior. This is about will the
Scriptures continue to have authority in the
common life of the church," Andrews said.
"It's a foundational issue for moderates
and evangelicals in the church."
With both sides entrenched, the gayrights feud may drive people from the
denomination, though some say an outright
split is unlikely.
"I think a lot of people in the middle
and the left of the middle and right of the
middle want to do everything possible to
avoid a schism," Stuart said.
But some people are already drifting
away, he said.

On the Net:
httpi/www.pcusa.org
"Gay and lesbian people who do not
think the church is hospitable to them are
leaving," as are "conservative people who
are tired of the battle and don't understand
why those of us who want this changed
won't be quiet," Stuart said.
Andrews said he worked on fencemending with moderate and evangelical
congregations after conservatives lost the
fight on same-sex ceremonies.
"For the moment we hold" as a denomination, Andrews said. I the assembly votes
to repeal the ordination standard,"my
phone calls may no longer hold us together," he said.
Several presbyteries have submitted resolutions to delete the standard. Two presbyteries propose granting waivers to congregations and presbyteries that cannot "in
good conscience" comply with the law.

'Cat fight'lands woman in jail
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Lynn
Goldstein says her cats are like children to her, and she's not kidding.
Even as she was handcuffed and
draped in an orange jumpsuit, serving a 30-day sentence in the
Jefferson County jail, Goldstein said
she never regretted lying in court
about her two pets.
It all started about a year ago
when Goldstein and her former husband, Thomas M. Nichols, were

granted an end to their 8-year marriage by Family Court Judge Jerry J.
Bowles. In splitting up their estate,
Bowles gave Goldstein the rabbit
and three dogs. Nichols kept the
cats, a striped gray tabby and a
chocolate and beige-colored former
stray.
But Goldstein, a 51-year-old
businesswoman who runs her own
public relations firm, refused to give
them up. She said she was upset

with the way the pets were divided.
Goldstein said in a phone interview Thursday from a furniture
store where she works, "You don't
divide pets up like shovels and rakes
or salt and pepper."
She went on refusing Bowles'
order, and even lied under oath in a
court hearing about their whereabouts, saying they ran away from
home.
Nichols produced a videotape

made by a private detective that
showed Goldstein taking the cats to
a friend's office.
On May 10, Bowles sentenced
her to 30 days in jail for contempt of
court. She's scheduled to finish the
sentence today.
Goldstein said she insists on
keeping the cats because her former
husband, a UPS pilot who is frequently out of town, jan't care for
the pets like she can.

Downtown Saturday
Market to start June 23
AP Photo

JAPAN SCHOOL STABBINGS ... A schoolgirl, left, and a
teacher, seated inn a wheelchair, victims of the Ikeda
Elementary School stabbing incident, sit with their family
members at Ikeda Municipal Hospital in Ikeda, western
Japan today. They were slashed by a man brandishing a
knife who burst into the school earlier and slashed some 29
people, killing at least eight children. The 37-year-old
attacker was subdued by two male teachers and arrested
immediately after the stabbing.

Blair wins second
term as British P.M.
LONDON (AP) — British Prime
Minister Tony Blair and his jubilant
Labor Party swept to a second term,
winning re-election by such a crushing margin that the leader of the
opposition Conservatives resigned.
Blair exulted in his landslide win
even though Thursday's general
election drew the lowest turnout in
modern times.
The 48-year-old leader appeared
with his family at the entrance of the
prime minister's residence, thanking
voters for their support and praising
Conservative leader William Hague
after a lopsided contest.
"He showed extraordinary stoicism and resilience in very difficult
circumstances ... I wish him well in
the future," said Blair, cradling his
I-year-old son. Leo, in his arms.
Earlier, Blair said the Labor Party
made history.
"The Labor Party, for the first
time in the 100 years of our history,
looks as if we may be on the verge
of a second successive full term of
office," he told supporters in his
home district northern England.
While two previous Labor prime
ministers have won consecutive
elections, neither served out two full
terms — so time will tell if Blair's
feat is indeed a first.
Earlier Blair and his wife. Cherie,
went to Buckingham palace to pay a
visit to Queen Elizabeth II, in accordance with post-election protocol.
Soon after Labor secured the 330
seats needed for a majority in the
659-seat House of Commons, Hague
telephoned Blair to congratulate
him. Later he said he would resign

as Tory leader.
"It is vital for leaders to listen and
parties to change," Hague, 40, said
in London. "I've therefore decided
to step down as leader of the
Conservative party when a successor can be elected in the coming
months."
Hague pinned much of his unsuccessful campaign on his opposition
to joining the aim. the European
common currency.
Labor says it will hold a referendum on the issue after certain economic tests are met.
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Special to the Ledger
Murray Main Street announces that Downtown Saturday Market will
begin on Saturday, June 23.
It will run from 8 a.m.-noon and continue each Saturday — weather permitting — through mid-October.
For more information, call 759-9474.
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OUR FIRST
Offers information and
reassurance that's especially helpful for your first
pregnancy. To register call
(270)575-2918OUR NEW ADDITION
Helps families prepare for
their next child and the
major change in family
dynamics that comes with a
"new addition." To register
call(270)575-2918.
PREPARED CHILDBIRTH
REFRESHER CLASS
For families who are expecting a second child or more
and need to brush up on
their infant care skills. There
is an $8 class fee. To register call (270)575-BABY
FIT PREGNANCY
PROGRAM
During pregnancy and for
six weeks after release from
your doctor, we offer a free
membership to our network
ofBaptist Family Fitness
centers. To register call
(270)443-PLAY

PRENATAL
MASSAGE THERAPY
Can help you cope with
physical ailments, reduce
stress and promote well-being
in you and your baby. To
schedule an appointment
call(270)443-7529.
PREPARED
CHILDBIRTH CLASSES
Parents will learn about
anatomy and physiology of
late pregnancy; relaxation
and breathing techniques;
signs and symptoms of labor;
stages oflabor and delivery;
complications; Cesarean
births; and preparing for
the parent role and bonding. There is a $25 class fee. To
register call(270)575-BABY
BREASTFEEDING CLASS
Is it right for you? Learn the
benefits of breastfeeding.
There is a $10 class fee. To
register or for more information call (270)575-BABY

SIBLING CLASSES
Helps prepare children ages
three to nine for the arrival
ofa new brother or sister.
Designed to promote family
bonding and decrease anxiety
in children who may feel
threatened by a new baby.
This class is a special experience for the entire.family.
There is no class fee. TO
register call (270)575-BABY
PRE-ADMISSION CLASS
Designed to give parents
a better understanding of
what to expect during the
hospital stay. There is no
class fee. To register call
(270)575-BABY.
PEDIATRIC CPR
A one-hour class which
teaches cardiopulmonary
resuscitation techniques
for infants and children up
to eight years ofage. There
is a $10 fee per person. For
schedule information call
(270)575-2723.

WESTERN

BAPr

HOSPITAL

www.westernbaptist.com
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

Palestinian Authority:
A coalition of terror
The suicide
bombing outside
a Tel Aviv night
club last Friday
night,
which
killed 19 and
injured scores of
other
mostly
young people, is
m
ontinuing strategy to
cvierininate Israel and eliminate
ers Jew from the area.
•
A cos ernment communique
Issued Saturday in response to the
attaL k minced no words: "The govcrnment ot Israel has determined
that the Palestinian Authority (PA)
and Chairman Arafat are engaged in
terrorist activity. encourage it and
Are inciting hatred and violence.
l'he PA has not onlv violated its
oblig:stions and agreements to fight
the terrorist and incitement infrastructure. but its members are them\ es -engaged in terrorism and
Ilk'I lenient.
"Ihe PA has established in its terr' a coalition of terror, and is
attempting to disguise it with words
of peace as lip ser\ ice to the internaii.mal community. while continuing
incite Its people to hatred and \
Icflee
Precisely
Etioud) of the excuses for Yasser
Aratat's behavior. His condemnations of terror mean nothing because
he and his cohorts are behind it.
lemIr is an instrument of their policy.
When former Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak offered to meet
1(5 percent of Arafat's demands, it
55 asi-t enough. When the Current
prune minister. Arid l Sharon. unilatcraily declared a Lease-fire in
response to PA shelling of Israeli
Lis ilians in late Max, the violence
nued.
People who claim that the Israeli

"settlements"
in
formerly
Palestinian territory are responsible
for the violence must explain what
caused the violence before the "settlements" started to appear.
The response from.Sharon's government to the latest bombing
should be swift and strong. Since
nothing Israel does or does not do
will persuade Yasser Arafat to make
peace or dissuade him from making
war. Israel should declare war on
Arafat and his terrorist brigade.
The assaults on PA military and
terrorist positions should be total
and relentless. Call it a war of attrition until Arafat has had enough and
takes concrete, irreversible steps to
stop the violence.
It should now be clear that Israel
cannot tolerate a huge Arab population within its borders, so a political
decision must be made. Most Arabs
and Palestinians appear to be nonviolent but it can be difficult to tell the
difference.
As Middle East analyst Emanuel
Winston (a research associate of the
Freeman Center for Strategic
Studies in Houston) notes in a recent
article: "The terrorists sometimes
come in with workers, or =the Arab
community offers safe houses in
Israel to protect the terrorists."
The Jews have misplaced their
faith. Gifted with thinking the best
about human potential, Jews have
made decisions that too often are not
in their interests — such as allowing
mortal enemies to live among them
and giving up land seized for their
own protection after five wars and
numerous terrorist attacks.
Israel should declare its intention
to transfer large numbers of its
Palestinian residents to Arab
nations. This sounds radical until
one considers that is precisely what
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia have done.
After the Palestinians assisted

Saddam Hussein in Iraq's invasion
of Kuwait during the Gulf War
(which Arafat cheered while calling
on Hussein to shell Israel), Kuwait
forcibly evicted and transferred to
Jordan *bout 300,000 Palestinians.
labeling them as traitors and a fifth
column.
Saud Arabia also recognizea
Arafat's betrayal of their Kuwaiti
hosts by transferring about 350,000
Palestinians to Jordan.
Those diplomats who regularly
denounce Israel for any perceived
slight against Palestinians were
noticeably silent about these transfers. As Emanuel Winston writes in
another commentary: "No Arab
country,other than Jordan, trusts or
welcomes Palestinians into its country as citizens.
"Even the radical Arab nations of
Syria (and) Lebanon (under Syrian
control), Iraq and Iran keep them
segregated in squalid refugee
camps, kiowing full well their reputation lb- breaking agreements and
conspiring against their host government."
How quickly we forget "Black
September" in 1970. Arafat tried to
overthrow King Hussein of Jordan.
Hussein tilled thousands and drove
Arafat and his Palestinians into
Lebanon.
Arafat, who had broken numerous agreements by then, began a 12Christian
year reigil of terror
and Muslim Lebanese. More than
100,000 Lebanese were murdered,
raped and tortured by Arafat's
Palestinians.
The cirrent model of "land for
peace" is not working, nor can it
work given the objectives of Arafat
and Israel's other enemies. Eviction
is a bettef avenue to stability.
Will it happen? Probably not.
Should it?
:Yes.

Guest Column
By DAVID L. WILLIAMS
Senate President

An open call from Kentucky's GOP
EDITOR'S NOTE--The follow
column was submitted statekle by Sen. David L. Williams. a
Republican.

.111g

Buried in the May 24 edition of
C(oirier-Journal newspaper was
perhaps one at the most telling
political quotes to come across my
desk in some time.
In a story about hi resignation
as Kentu\ ky Democratic Party
chairman. Tom Osborne of
Paducah said this: "The national
Democratic Party has managed to
separate itself from the values of
rural Kentuckians. Clearly, we have
to have new leadership at the
national level. Our current leadership is too far left of the mainstream.What a revelation! The national
Democratic Party has moved too
tar lett for one of its own state leaders. I am convinced that many
Kentucky Democrats agree with his
assessment and are considering
leasing their party.
To me. politics is about standing
up for your beliefs and aligning
yourself with like-minded individuals. Kentuckians have proven time
and time again that they are, by
nature. conservative. They have
elected Republicans to seven of
eight Congressional offices (the
lone Congressional Democrat is a
self-described conservative who
refused to attend last year's
-Democratic National Convention)
and, overwhelmingly. 56 percent to
41 percent voted for President
George W. Bush over Al Gore last
711e'

N..\ ember.
Kentucky is a conservative state.
Most Kentuckians want lower
taxes, believe in the right to bear
arms and think the government
should stay out of their lives as
much as possible.
Most Kentuckians believe that a
well-balanced national energy policy will recognize the importance of
the coal industry as part of the
answer to solving our energy crisis.
Most Kentuaians believe that
while government must protect the
environment and worker's safety,
intrusive government regulations
should not be allowed to cripple
our economy.
There is only one political party
that represents those beliefs, and it
is the Republican Party, not the
Democratic Party.
The Republican Party in
Kentucky, in both the Congress and
state legislature, has represented the
viev,s of conservative Kentucky
Democrats who are not represented
now, nor will ever be represented.
by the national Democratic Party.
I can only imagine how frustrating it has been for these conservative Democrats to understand or
explain why their national party
and elected leaders not Only propose increases in taxes, but also
violently oppose tax decreases that
enjoy broad public support.
I noticed that Rep. Jody
Richards, the Democratic Speaker
of Kentucky's House of
Representatives, is also troubled by
his party's positions.
In a recent news article pub-
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lished in rhe Kentucky Gazette,
Richards said: "The message of the
national Democratic Party is often
contrary to the mainstream thought
of Kentucky and the mainstream of
Kentucky's Democratic Party."
My question for Kentucky's
Democrats is, why stick with a
political party that continually
ignores yaur beliefs and will never
again repfesent your conservative
values?
Why lend your endorsement to
these liberal positions by continuing to reniaiMa registered
Democrat? Why continue to support the liberal agenda by electing
state officials who will support and
promote the national Democratic
Party agoda through their redistricting efforts by attempting to
secure advantage in electing
Democrats to Congress, who will,
in turn, elevate liberal national
Democrats to positions of importance in tie Congress?
It takes real courage to stand up
for your beliefs, especially if that
means breaking years of family tradition to Jo it. The history of
America is replete with examples
of reorganization of political parties
when the parties failed to represent
the core beliefs of the individuals
that composed that party.
I submit that the time has come
for Kentucky's conservative
Democrats to reconsider their political affiliation. The Republican
Party of Kentucky is the party that
stands fon your beliefs, and, as a
proud member of that party, I offer
you this public invitation to join
our ranks as we spread the message
of compassionate conservatism
throughont tile Commonwealth.
I'm sure as you join the swelling
ranks of conservatives across the
nation, inzluding tile thousands of
elected public officials. I think you
will agree that the Republican Party
is an excellent place to call your
"Old Kentucky Home."

•-e•
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Washington Today
By WILL LESTER
AP Writer

Ex-Clinton Cabinet members
have eyes set on governorships
WASHINGTON (AP)— At least
three members of former President
Clinton's Cabinet are considering a
run for governor in their home states
— an unusually high number in
comparison with other recent presidential cabinets.
Such a political transition is not a
natural progression, colleagues and
political analysts say, even though
Cabinet members have tried such a
move from time to time.
Andrew Cuomo, Clinton's secretary of housing and urban development, is already running for the
Democratic nomination for governor in New York.
Bill Richardson, who was energy
secretary, is forming an exploratory
committee in New Mexico and will
decide next year whether to run for
an open governor's seat.
Janet Reno, the former attorney
general, has said she's considering a
run for Florida governor in the highprofile race against incumbent
Republican Jeb Bush.
The former Cabinet officials
enjoy name identity with voters, but
don't necessarily have any advantage in a run for statewide office.
"I think it's not a natural jumping-off point," said former Clinton
Commerce Secretary
William
Daley, who works with a New York
investment firm and managed Al
Gore's presidential campaign.
"Once you leave your state, it's
harder to assimilate back in."
Richardson will be polishing
political skills already developed in
his stint as a popular former congressman for a dozen years. Reno
was elected state attorney five times
in south Florida. Cuomo, son of the
former New York governor, has
spent a lifetime learning the political
trade.
Cuomo already has entered the

New York governor's race, facing
state Comptroller H. Carl McCall.
The winner would have to face
George Pataki, the Republican
incumbent, if he decides to run for a
third term.
Richardson emphasizes he wants
to weigh the odds of such a race
before formally deciding what he
will do in New Mexico.
"I'm considering running for
governor because I still have the
political juices," Richardson said. "I
feel I have one big race left in me.
But I want to test the waters for my
support."
Democrats in the state say
Richardson was very popular as a
congressman and that will be considered along with his service as
energy secretary. Republicans agree,
but predict the nation's energy problems will drag him down.
"He was well regarded in New
Mexico as a congressman and would
certainly be a formidable candidate," said Jay McLeskey,executive
director
of
New
Mexico
Republicans."But his stock has definitely dropped as a result of his
Cabinet service."
Reno surprised many Democrats
when she announced a week ago
that she's considering a run for governor. She explained she's concerned about the conservative direction Florida government has taken
under Jeb Bush, younger brother of
the president. Political analysts say
her sometimes controversial stint as
attorney general and limited political experience may make it tough
for her.
Reno would be one of about 10
candidates for the Democratic nomination, including Pete Peterson, the
outgoing ambassador to Vietnam
and a former congressman from
northern Florida. Democrats say

they are starting to get the kind of
high-profile field of candidates they
will need to pick a strong challenger
to Bush.
Republicans are wary of
statewide elections after the virtual
tie in the 2000 presidential race
between George W. Bush and Al
Gore.
"It is really, really difficult to
gauge the strength of Democratic
candidates in statewide races in
Florida," said Tom Slade, a former
state Republican chairman. "There's
a great deal of mystery as to how
vulnerable our guys are in statewide
races. We'll probably have to go
through another election cycle to
find out."
The former transportation secretary, Rodney Slater, has been subject
of political speculation that he
would run for governor of Arkansas
someday. But Slater says he plans to
focus on practicing law for now,
adding: "Hopefully, down the line I
will be able to revisit the question of
public service."
Some former members of the
Clinton Cabinet simply don't have
the political bug they once had,
including Richard Riley, the former
education secretary and a two-term
governor of South Carolina. Now a
lawyer and college professor, Riley
says running a Cabinet agency can
be fine training for a governor, once
elected.
"Cabinet members work a lqt
with governors, mayors and state
legislative leaders," Riley said. "It's
pretty good experience for understanding what a governor does."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Will Lester
covers polling and politics for The
Associated Press.

Editorial Roundup
The following is a roundup of editorials published by
newspapers from around the country. The editorials
comment on a variety of issues. Some editorials may
have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials are not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated Press or the Murray
Ledger & Times:

hole course each day of a four-day tournament is an integral part of the contest....
In its ruling, the court admitted that the
endurance and stamina required of players to
walk during a tournament is an integral part
of the competition, but they decided that
Martin will be stressed even more by his con—Herald-Journal, Spartanburg, S.C.,
dition even if he is allowed to ride in a cart.
on Casey Martin:
That may be true, but that's a decision to
The long arm of the federal government
be made by the PGA,the governing body of
has reached out to change the rules of profesthe sport, not the federal government.
sional golf. The U.S. Supreme Court decided
It may be unfair, but physical disabilities
recently that the Americans with Disabilities
often keep people from professional athletic
Act requires the PGA Tour.to change its rules
competition....
for professional golf tournaments....
The government shouldn't step in to
The problem is that the PGA Tour and
demand a change in the rules to allow these
many professional golfers have stated that
injured athletes the "right" to continue their
walking the approximately six miles of an 18careers in the sport of their choice....
•••
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Deaths
Mrs. Elizabeth M.(Betty) Hahs
Mrs. Elizabeth M.(Betty) Hahs, 88, South Eighth Street, Murray, died
today, Friday, June 8, 2001, at 5:05 a.m. at her home. Her death followed
an extended illness.
She formerly operated Treasure House Gift Shop in Southside Shopping Center, Murray. She was a member of First Presbyterian Church.
Her husband, Dr. Robert W. Hahs, a Murray pediatrician with the former Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., died in January 1965. Mrs. Hahs was
born Sept. 15, 1912, in Ballard County.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sarah Lynn Hahs Stout and husband, Dr. Richard Stout, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Lunette Simmons,
Kevil; three grandchildren, Elizabeth Paulson, Robert Stout and Richard
Stout; seven great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Art R. Pfuehler
An R. Pfuehler, 87, Hardin, died Thursday, June 7, 2001, at 4:45 p.m.
at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of ar-

rangements.

Mrs. Bertha H. Hines
Mrs. Bertha H. Hines, 91, Hazel, died Thursday, June 7, 2001, at 3:40
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.

Clifford Lewis Koch
Clifford Lewis (Cliff) Koch, 26, Benton, died Wednesday, June 6,
2001, at 3:30 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in a traffic accident.
Preceding him in death were two brothers, Kristopher Koch and Brian
Koch.
Survivors include his mother and stepfather, Sheryl Kendall Parker and
Mike Parker, Benton; his father, Harry C. Koch, Stanhope, N.J.; one sister, Rebecca Parker, and one brother, Jesse Parker, both of Benton; grandfather, Harry L. Koch, Pennsylvania; great-grandmother, Mrs. Gladys K.
Raymer, Cedar Hill, Tenn.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck & Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Joel Frizzell will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Saturday.

Raymond F. Sample
Graveside services for Raymond F. Sample will be Saturday at 11 a.m.
at Palestine Cemetery at Hico community in Calloway County. The Rev.
Calvin Clark will officiate.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer Society.
Mr. Sample, 78, Englewood, Fla., died Sunday, May 20, 2001. His
death followed an extended illness.
Before moving to Florida in 1983, he was the owner and operator of
Super 98 service Station in Russiaville, Ind., from 1963 to 1978. An Army
veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a member of American Legion and
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
His wife, Mrs. Violet Sample, died in 1993. One brother, Glen Sample,
also preceded him in death. Mr. Sample was born July 3, 1922, in Wabash,
Ind.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Melanie Ralene Ramberger and
Mrs. Carolyn Sue Whitacre, both of Kokomo, Ind.; one son, Roger Moredock, Dexter; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Lynn Harbaugh, Greentown, Ind.,
and Mrs. Sharon Porter, Dallas, Texas; two stepsons, Richard Moredock,
West Middleton, Ind., and Robert Moredock, Kokomo; six grandchildren;
one great-grandchild; several stepgrandchildren.

Confederate memorial
day services to be held
The annual Confederate memorial day services will be Sunday at 3
p.m. at the Camp Beauregard
Cemetery,just east of WaterValley.
The service will be conducted by
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp #1460
Sons of Confederate Veterans.
In the event of rain, the service
will be held in the Bayou De Chein
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
near the Camp Beauregard Ceme-

tery.
The keynote speaker will e the
Rev. Danny Potts, pastor of the
Bayou De Chein Church and chaplain of the S.C.V. Camp.
Re-enactors from the Tennessee
Artillery and the Kentucky Infantry
will also participate.
The public is invited to attend
the special services, a camp memher said.

Satellite to transmit services
The Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, 15th and Sycamore
Streets, will hold Sabbath School at
9 a.m. and worship service at 11
a.m. via satellite on Saturday, June
9, with Pastor Doug Bachelor as
speaker.
The new pastor, Elder Luther A.
May, and the majority of members
will be attending camp meeting

with the Kentucky-Tennessee Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.
"Camp meeting is held annually
on the campus of Highland Academy near Portland, Tenn., for spiritual refreshing. there are always a
few members who are unable to attend and they hold services as usual
because a few visitor s always
come," reports Cromwell Hauge.

THE IRON PLACE

LAW ENFORCEMENT HONORS ... On May 8, the Murray Lions Club held their third annual Law Enforcement Officer of the Year
banquet at the Murray Woman's Club. The officers are recognized for service or activities, on duty or off duty, that are above that
which is routinely required and that are in the furtherance of their agencies' objectives to safeguard the lives and property of the
citizens of Calloway County. Shown with Program Chairman Jim Wilburn are this year's recipients Capt. C. Hendricks of the Murray
Police Department and Trooper J. Young of the Kentucky State Police. Also shown are Police Chief Knight and Trooper C. Robertson of the KSP. Trooper Robertson was the featured speaker for the occasion.

Networks ready for
McVeigh execution
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Television equipment and coverage plans
that were ready for Timothy
McVeigh's execution a month ago
remain in place for his rescheduled
death by injection on Monday.
When a judge cleared the way
Wednesday for McVeigh to die by
injection in Terre Haute, Ind.,
broadcast and cable news divisions
quickly began pulling out coverage
strategies they had in place when
his execution was originally scheduled for May 16.
"These are the same plans we

Flint Baptist
Church to hear
Rev. Chapman
Flint Baptist Church will have
revival services starting Monday
and continuing through June 13.
The Rev. Edward chapman, pastor of Coldwater Baptist Church,
will be the evangelist for the services at 7:30 p.m. each evening.
Darren Chapman will be music
director and special music will be
presented each night. Gina Brandon
is pianist and Jeanette Walker is organist.
The Rev. William B. Miller, pastor, extends a special welcome to
every one to attend these services at
the church, located north of Murray
on Flint Church Road.

had before," CNN spokeswoman
Megan Mahoney said.
For the big three broadcast networks, the 8 a.m. execution means
the weight of coverage will fall on
their morning programs.
Anchors Charles Gibson of ABC's "Good Morning America" and
Katie Couric of NBC's "Today"
will be in Oklahoma City, where
McVeigh's bomb killed 168 people
six years ago.
"That was a conscious decision
to emphasize that even on this day
of McVeigh's execution, a large
and important part of the story is in
Oklahoma City with the survivors,
families and heroes from the 1996
blast," ABC spokesman Jeffrey
Schneider said Wednesday.
NBC has said its decision to deploy Couric in Oklahoma was made
because there is more material
there, not because the network
wanted to make a point. All networks will station reporters in both
cities.

P.
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Medicine Safety
Medicine., can help you when. you are sick or hurt. they can es en save your life Prescription and overthe-counter medicines can be poisonous if you take too much or use them the wrong way
You can help keep your family safe from medicines by folk's*. Mg the salety tips below
Store Medicines Safely
Keep medicines and sitamins in bottles with child resistant packing Remember child-safety caps are
not child proof! Make sure the safety caps are on tight at all times
Store medicine and s namins in locked cabinet,,out of the reach and sight of children
After you use a medicine, place the safety cap hack onto the bottle tightly Return the bottle to a locked
cabinet immediately
To dispose of expired or letios er medicines flush them down the 'inlet
Use Medicines Safely
Understand and follow .your doctor or pharmacist's'directions for taking medicine
When giving a liquid medicine to your child, do not use kitchen spoons to nieasurc the dosage of medicine to give your child these spoons are inaccurate for gising the proper dose
To find a measuring tool suited for your child, ask your pharmacist
Before you take or give medicine, read the medicine's label. Do not share
your medicine with anyone else.
Call the Kentucky Regional Poison Center at I -SOO-222-1222 if you have Ins
questions about medicine -.Met!.

Walter's
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Pharmacist

PEEL & HOLLAND
Financial

Group

Established 1924
INSURANCE • INVESTMENTS • EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Inuestments Since 18.54

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price
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Prices Not
Available

Open A 4 Day Weekend June 8th-llth
Lots of Yard & Household Items
Friday 9-5
The Most Ever
Saturday 9-5
This Weekend!
Sunday 2-4
Come & See!
Monday 9-5
lake Hwy. 79 turn right at Trollinger% 1111Q and
storage hIdgc.Cht bikeway Circle Paris, TV
%i.e.?l be letetk lug few you?

Due To
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We Help You Protea
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Exchange
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Power
Problems

MURRAY
104 N. Fifth Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-9722
(270) 753-9346 Fax

Mayfield, KY 42066
(270) 247-4852
(270) 247-4566 Fax

BENTON
1120 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
(270) 5211-8621
(270) 527-3847 Fax

PADUCAH •
710 H.C. Mathis Drive
Paducah, KY 42001
(270) 443-2550
(270) 443-9990 Fax

info@peelholland.com

www.peclholland.com

MAYFIELD
111 West Broadway

Hilliard Lyons ,s a market maker in this

stock
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
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LYONS
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Births

JO'S DATEBOOK

Michael Bryan
Blackburn
Bryan and Amanda Blackburn
of Almo are the parents of a son,
Michael Bryan Blackburn, born
on Saturday. May 26, 2001, at
1:16 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
The baby weighed seven pounds
15 ounces and measured 19 inches.
Maternal grandparents are Traci
Mason of Eddy v ille and Toy
Williams of Murray. Paternal grandparents are Jeff and Marilyn Blackburn of Princeton.
Maternal great-grandparents are
Saint L. Williams of Murray and
the late Bert L. Williams. Paternal great-grandparents are Norman
and Shirley Coleman of Princeton and Linda Blackburn of Fredonia and the late Gary Blackburn.
Aunts are Cameron Mason and
Samantha McWaters and an uncle
.Icremy McWaters.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
There are so many beautiful magnolia trees now in bloom in
the area. The blossoms are so pretty.
One of the largest trees 1 have noticed is at the corner of
North Seventh and Payne Streets. I don't know who lives in the
house there now, but I believe the house was built by the late
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gholson. Just wondered if they set the tree
themselves many years ago.
Mr. Gholson was in business here and at one time was executive secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce.

Scott reunion on Sunday
The annual reunion of the families of the late Will Scott and
Alvin Scott will be Sunday at the Ellis Center in Murray. A potluck
meal will be served at 1 p.m. All family descendants and friends
are invited and are asked to note the change in place for this year.
MUSIC CHORUS...Margie Shown directs the members of the Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the memorial service for deceased members and
installation of officers. Pamela Seward was accompanist.

WeddingEvents

Molly Annabelle
Simon
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Simon of
2007 Calumet Was. Murray, are
the parents of a daughter. Molly
Annabelle Simon, born on Thursday. May 28. 2001. at 12:57 a.m.
at Murrav-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
15 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Malinda Buck. A sister is Mallory' and two brother. are Kennedy'
and Wesley.
Grandparents are James Buck
of Greenville. N.C.. and James
and Lurlean Simon of Elizabethtown.

Dally McKay
Lambert
NIr and Mrs. Jason Lambert
ot I 158 Watson Rd.. Murray. are
the parents of a daughter. Dully
McKay Lambert, horn on Thursday. May 31. 2001: at .3:41 a.m.
at Nlurrav-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
14 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Leigh Shouse. A brother is Kale
Ropley Lambert.
Grandparents are Doug and
i,.ky Lambert of Murray and
Eddie and Pam Shouse of Conover,
Ohio
Great-grandparents are Rose
Spangler of Conover. Ohio. and
Vern and Florence Lambert of
Norton. Kan

The following is a reminder of events for the coming week that
have been published previously in the Murray Ledger & Times:
•
•
•

Rachel Olivia Williams. daughter of Charles and Nancy Williams of Murray, and Brian Landon Davis, son of Keith and Nancy Davis of Puryear.
Tenn., and Sharon and Art Sinclair of Springville. Tenn.. will be married Saturday. June 9. 2001. at 1 p.m. at United Methodist Church, Puryear. Tenn.
A reception will follow at the Puryear Community Center. All relatives and
friends are ins ited to attend.
Kelly Nicole Rayburn. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Rayburn of Murray and Franklin. Tenn., and Edward Brenton Dougherty, son of Ms. Anne
Dougherty of Fairview. Tenn., will be married Saturday. June 9, 2001, at I
p m. at Wightman Chapel. Scarritt-Bennett Center, Nashville, Tenn.
•••

BRACE I). HOPKINS

Brage Hopkins
celebrates his
first birthday
Brage DeWayne Hopkins celebrated his first birthday on Sunday, May
20. 2001. at 2 p.m. with a birthday
party at his home.
The theme of the party.. was yellow smiley faces with primary colors.
Brage is the son of Kevin and
Heather Hopkins. He is the grandson
of Jerry Hopkins and Louise Baker.
. Hi. great-grandparents are Treamon Hopkins, Paul and Nena Hester.
June Roach and Ruby Tucker. His greatgreat-grandmother is brink Holland.
Attending the party were Jerry.
Hopkins, Louise Baker. Paul and Nena
Hester. June Roach, Treamon Hopkins. Kenny Roach. Michele Biv ins,
Shelly Roach, Melody Roach, Doug
Hester. Ryan Knight, Keith. Kim. Kerry.
Toshia and Scott Hopkins. Kory, Kristina and Kortney Roach, Shelia and
Chance Roberts. Shonna Tynes, Logan
and Cheyanne Miller. Wendi Ellis.
Ashley Petges and Bobby and Whitney Green.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
Matinees Everyday June 2- August 5

'Evolution
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:45 - 7:15 - 9:35
Shrek
PG - 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:10 - 9:15
Animal
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:30 - 7:30 - 9:20
Pearl Harbor #1
PG13 - 1:00 - 4:15 - 7:45
Pearl Harbor #2
PG13 - 1:45 - 7:00
Moulin Rouge
PG13- 1:00 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:30
Swordfish
R- 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:30 - 9:35
Program Information
Call 753-3314

Paying too

much for car
insurance?
Get affordable coverage
from State Farm.

IMSU.AkCI

See me:
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-9935
stateform.com

symmeRSPEC/XltS
$10
MONDAY: Monday Madness All Day Express Cut .
S12
TUESDAY: Men's Day Express Cut/Shampoo .
Save
15%
WEDNESDAY: Senior Citizens
S8.00
THURSDAY: Kids Kuts(12 yrs. & under)

-•c•ccCutting Edge
616 N. 12th St.• Murray • 270-759-3343
(EDGE)

I eiesa Camper. daughter of Elbert and Carolyn Camper of Puryear. Tenn..
and Troy Bennett, son of Leroy and Linda Bennett. also of Puryear. will be
married Saturday. June 9, 2001, at 2 p.m. at Mill Creek Cumberland Presbyterian Church. A reception will follow at the Moose Lodge in Paris, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Tennis camps offered
Calloway County High School will offer tennis camps again this
summer. Student Camps will be July 9 to 13 for first through sixth
grades and July 16 to 20 for seventh through 12th grades. Times
will be from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m., Monday through Friday, with the
cost being $60 per person. Adult Camps for any adult, male or
female, will be from 5:30 -to 8 p.m. July 9, 10 and 12 with the
cost being $30 per person. Persons are asked to try to sign up by
July 2 by calling Sue Outland at 753-8682 or Calloway Board of
Education at 762-7300.

Boy Scout event Saturday
Boy Scout Troop 77 of Murray will have a car wash Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Walter's Pharmacy, 604 South 12th St.,
Murray. Donations will be taken to be used for supplies for Troop
77, camping scholarships for troop scouts and troop operation expenses.

Homecoming on Sunday
Brooks Chapel-Gordon Cemetery homecoming will be Sunday
with the Rev. Robert McKinney to speak at the 11 a.m. service at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, located east of Dexter off
Highway 1346. A potluck meal will follow the service. Donations
for the regular fund may be made through Eddie and Fran Ramsey
and for the trust fund through William and Martha Jones and Tommy
and Mary Jo Mitchell.

•
•
•

Dalissa Luann Joseph. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Joseph of Trenton.
Tenn., and Neal Stevens Bryan. son of Mr. and Mrs. William Bryan IV of
Henderson. Tenn., will be married Saturday. June 9, 2001. at 6 p.m. at Trenton Church of Christ, Trenton. A reception will follow in the fellowship room
at the church. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Kirksey seniors plan event
Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet Monday at noon at Kirksey
United Methodist Church. Hamburgers and hot dogs will be grilled
for the noon meal. For more information call Norma Rule at 4892444.

•
•
•

Angela Marie Schwan/. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Schwartz of
Murray. and Brian Hebler. son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Hebler of Clinton. Miss., will be married Saturday, June 9, 2001. at 8 p.m. at St. Francis
de Sales Catholic Church, Paducah. A reception will follow at the Executive
Inn, Paducah. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Doyle speaker
or Kiwanians
Larry Doyle, local chairman for
the Blood Drive Program of the
National Red Cross, spoke at a
recent meeting of the Kiwanis Club.
Doyle gave some history of the
American Red Cross which was
chartered in 1905 as a median
between the people and the armed
forces.
He said "the blood drive was
one of the main reasons for founding the organization. The Red Cross
is- not a federal agency and is
dependent upon contributions."
Doyle said a participant must be
17 years of age and in good health
in order to contribute blood. The
blood collected locally is sent to
Nashville. Tenn., where it is tested
and separated into red blood cells
and platelets. It is then distributed
through a national inventory sysLARRY DOYLE
tem.
The new year for the blood drive begins July I. 2001. The goal
for Murray is 600 units. Doyle urged people who can qualify to give
blood to save the live of someone else.

Crawford's Bar-B-Que

CRIME w
simPPERs

Grill Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

(270)753-9500
Thus ad is sponsored by
David Ramey All State

Bar-B-0 Available Anytime
Now Offering Catering Services
Dine In or Carry Out
753-1 934
Intersection of Hwy. 464
& 1824 Alma

SUMMER HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Sunday
Hwy.641 N.
Murray
753-1725

Vacation Bible School on the theme, "Jesus To The Rescue," will
start Monday and continue through Thursday. Classes for preschool
through teen age will be held from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. each evening.
For more information or transportation call Sharon Myatt at 4928878 or Peggy Chrisman at 492-8742.

Fire district changes meeting
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Tuesday at 6
p.m. at the main station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue on East
Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street. The proposed budget will
be discussed. Members are to note the change of date for'thismeeting.

DAR meeting Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet Saturday at 2 p.m. at the home of Margaret
Crawford, Lynn Grove.

Lakeland luncheon planned
Lakeland Wesley Village will have its monthly Wellness Program
Benefit luncheon on Saturday from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Troop 69
of Gilbertsville will be the volunteer host for the noon meal at a
cost of $3. The public is invited and for information call 1-270354-8888.

Green Plain meeting planned
A meeting will be at Green Plain Cemetery on Highway 641
South on Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon. For more information contact Buddy White at 492-8419.

Girl Scout event planned
Girl Scout Troop 1173 will have a car wash on Saturday from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Captain D's. Proceeds will go toward the cost
of a trip the troop is planning for this summer.

Gospel Jubilee Saturday
A Gospel Jubilee will be Saturday starting at 3 p.m. at St. John
Missionary Baptist Church. 122 Spruce St., Murray.

Glendale events planned

CALL

OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.

Bible School planned

llinc Hills

Events planned for the residents of Glendale Place on Saturday
include Exercise at 9 a.m.. Bingo at 10 a.m. and Martial Arts of
America Demonstration at 2:30 p.m.

Golden Pond reunion Saturday
The annual Golden Pond Area Schools Reunion will be Saturday, June 9, at 10 a.m. at the Fenton pavilion off U.S. Highway
68 near Eggner's Ferry bridge. A potluck picnic will be spread
about noon. Former faculty members and students of all the area
schools are invited, according to Wendell Wallace, phone 1-270-5226721.

PAW PR! TS 0
Your Pet Supply Headquarters
•PutPlaa •Eagle •Deaosead
•Selexce Diet • Sastawiet 76.44
17evt DO94 & ea&
1304-H Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center

762-0054
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Murray Star Chapter
has banquet, inspection
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star held a
banquet and inspection on May 8
at 6 p.m. at the Masonic Temple.
Dixie Warren, worthy grand
matron, was presented a corsage
by Della Outland, worthy matron
of the Murray chapter. The welcome was given by Don Newberry, worthy patron of the chapter, who also introduced the head
table. Bob Bazzell gave the invocation prior to the meal served to
53 people.
The 1,126th meeting of the
chapter was opened wit!) the presentation of the Christian flag by
Catherine Tinsley, the Eastern Star
flag by Twila Coleman, the Kentucky flag by luta Hutson, and
the Bible laid on the altar by the
chaplain, Dorothy Bazzell. Wanda
House, pro tern organist, played
"Onward Christian Soldiers."
Worthy Matron Outland opened
the meeting in regular form with
all 18 officers present. The American flag was presented by June
Crider, marshal, and Don Newberry,
worthy patron, followed by the
pledge of allegiance and the singing
of "The Star Spangled Banner."
Distinguished guests introduced
were the following:
Worthy Grand Matron Dixie

Stanford receives
Rhodes scholarship

Warren; Past Grand Matrons Mary
Ann Cates and Jane Kirkham; Past
Grand patrons Bill Cates and Roy
Taylor; Grand Conductress Nancy
Pruitt; Grand Chapter committee
members Jane Pertle, Diane Meredith and Denver Elliott; Deputy
Grand Matrons Gladys Shelton and
Esther Partin; Deputy Grand
Patrons Wade Campell and James
Demory; Ambassador of Goodwill
Fanelles Knight and Jean Billington; Grand representative to Connecticut Arthur Lane Herdan; Worthy Matrons Sam Butler, Marilyn
Johnson, Mary Ann Russell, Carol
Daplin and Phyllis Hellkamp; Worthy Patrons John Johnson and Don
Hellkamp; and past matrons and
past patrons of the Kentucky Order
of the Eastern Star.
.A ceremony of initiation was
conducted for the purpose of inspection by the worthy grand matron
who later was presented an honorary membership to the order and
signed the by-laws of the chapter.
Punch and cookies were served
in the dining room following the
close of the meeting.
The next chapter meeting will
be June 12 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple.

Laura Diuguid Stanford is the
recipient of a Presidential Scholarship to Rhodes College, Memphis, Tenn.
She is a 2001 graduate of Oakland High School, Murfreesboro,
Tenn., and will attend Rhodes in
the fall of 2001.
Stanford has also been named
an All-American Scholar by the
United States Achievement Academy. She was nominated for the
award by Fredda Frazer, teacher
at Oakland High School.
She is the daughter of Rich
and Nan Stanford of Murfreesboro.
Her grandparents are Dick and
Margie Stanford of Murfreesboro
and Eleanor Diuguid and the late
James Diuguid of Murray.

Mr and Mrs. Jason Secosky

wedding vows said

Need Line lists needs
for clients this week

Burkeen named
Justin Burkeen of Dexter has
been named a national award winner in history and government and
also in science by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Burkeen, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for the history and government award by his teacher, Patricia Lassiter, and for the science
award by his teacher, Linda Patterson.
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Burkeen is the son of Michelle
Burkeen of Dexter and the grandson of Larry and Anna Hale, also
of Dexter.

LAURA D. STANFORD

Taylor named
award
winner
Farris and Secosky

Beth Farris and Jason Secosky were married Saturday, April 28,
2001, at 6:30 p.m. at Prestonwood Country Club. Cary, N.C.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Bettye Farris and the late Bill
Farris of Benton. Her grandparents were the late Jessie and Patty
Roberts and the late Hugh and Lillie Farris, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mrs. Phyllis Secosky of Mill Valley,
Calif., and Dr. Walter Secosky of New Bern, N.C. He is the grandson of the late Harry and Hortense Berman and the late Walter and
Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, has released a list Irene Secosky.
of items needed to fill the baskets for the clients.
The Rev. Julie Denny-Hughes officiated at the ceremony. Music
Food items needed include canned meat and poultry, macaroni and . was provided by Bill Yocum.
cheese, egg cartons and brown paper grocery sacks.
Ms. Tracy Long of Reston, Va., was the bride's honor attendant.
Personal hygiene and clean supplies needed include both men's and
Bridesmaids were Ms. Susan Farris of Staunton, Ill., Mrs. Lisa
women's deodorants, tooth paste, both adult and children's tooth brush- Young of Santa Barbara, Calif., and Ms. Allison Secosky of San Franes, shampoo, feminine hygiene supplies, laundry detergent, bleach, cisco, Calif.
razors, shaving cream, and newborn, small, large and x-large diapers
Brian Shaw of Sacramento, Calif., was the groom's best man.
and pull-ups.
Groomsmen were Forrest Secosky of New Bern, N.C., Casey Berman
Gentry said "thanks to the receipt of a shipment of USDA food of San Francisco, Calif., and Mark Sudduth of Leland, N.C.
our food supplies are in pretty good shape except for those listed
A reception followed at the country club..
above; but our non-food supplies are really needed.
Meredith Secosky presided at the guest register.
Any persons having items to donate are asked to take them to the
The bride received her bachelor of science in accounting at MurNeed Line office, now located at 804 Story Ave., Murray, near Grace ray State University in 1987 and later her master of arts in human
Baptist Church.
resource management from Marymount. She is the founder of PerNeed Line is a United Way agency. For more information call 753- formance Training and Development.
6333.
The groom received his bachelor of science in computer engineering from the University of California at San Diego and his master of
science in computer science from the University of Washington. He
is employed by SAS Institute.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Secosky are residing at 117 Bright Angel
Dr., Cary, NC 27513.

for two awards
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Andrew Taylor of Almo has been
named a national award winner
in history and government by the
United States Achievement Academy.
Taylor was nominatid for this
award by his Calloway County
Middle School teacher, Patricia
Lassiter. He will be a freshman
at Calloway County High School
this fall.
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Taylor is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dan Taylor of Almo. He
is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Suiter of Murray and of the
late Mr_ and Mrs. Cecil Taylor of
Almo.

CELLTOUCH,inc.

ANDREW TAYLOR

1000
Nights & Weekends
Minutes

verrizwiwireless

Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut SL)

767-9111
Call us to compare!

FREE
Hook up your home phone service!
credit geole
plus tax
:0="
VATION
1
FEEI $3995

Some restnctions may apply Cellular service subject to credit check and approval
Fee will be charged for early termination of contract Other restnctions may apply Expires 6/30/01

Murray students named
at Western Kentucky
Str ...Pt • MILlri

Three students from Murray are
among those named to the dean's
list for the spring 2001 semester
at Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green.

JUSTIN BURKEEN

They are Adam T. Eadens of
Southwest Drive, Murray; Jeremy
H. Weber, Stratford Drive, Murray, and Joshua A. Price, North
18th Street, Murray.
Bog Skipper, direc,tor of media
relations, at Western, said students

making the dean's list must have
a grade-point average of 3.4 to
3.79 on a 4.0 scale.

SUBSCRIBE

(270)750

K

1 207 I

21003

Bring this coupon in and get
a Boulder's Vanilla Custard Cony
for only $0.50.
I Sorry'only one coupon prr customer a visit.

It's the home of your dreams

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. June
9, 2001:
A slow start gains momentum with work
and dedication. Finalize your goals this
month. Expect to see positive results four
months from now. Make time this summer for a loved one, or you could find
yourself alone in the fall. Your partner
appreciates your efforts toward accomplishment, but he still needs arid wants a
little attention. If possible, surprise that
special person with a treat at the end of
the year. A weekend getaway would be
nice. Communication among family
members should improve in just a few
weeks. Plans that have been talked about
can begin to move forward then.
CAPRICORN can help keep you ontrack and organized.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 2I-April 19) •
**** Look for opportunities to learn
by enrolling in a formal course of study
or listening to someone who knows more
than you do. Imagine that! What might
seem like a burden at first can be turned
into an opportunity. Take advantage of
help from someone close to you.
Tonight: Everything works out after
some delay.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You'll have to give a little for
relationships to thrive. "Because I've
always done it this way" does not mean it
should continue. Your significant other
needs a voice in expenditures.
Considering another's opinion makes for
productive communication. Tonight:
Weigh the alternatives.

your responsibilities clears the way for
being available for the unexpected later
on. Be ready to kick up your heels just a
little. 'Tonight: An old friend could
appear.'
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.'22-Dec. 21)
*,*** Think'again about the ways you
can advance. You might need to reassure
yourself that you have the resources to
what comforts you. .
• _succeed. Giving a matter some thought
CANCER (June 2j-July -22)
can result in a welcome solution. Doubt
*** A philosophical .'Viewpoint diminishes later in the day. Tonight: Deal
relieves early 'anxiety. Relish the time with an annoyance.
you can spend outdoors --- especially CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
gardening — which can relieve tensions **** Keep your eyes open for a new
and put things in perspective.'Tonight: idea. Look to technology to provide a
Look for a good deal.
product or service that you need. If you
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) have to stretch the budget too tightly. it
*** You could find yourself at odds might be better to do more research.
with the opposite sex if you insist on There could be a simpler way to accomyour opinion. Showing off your intelli- plish what you want. Tonight: An "a-ha"
gence will get you noWhere and might moment!
put a damper on a possible turning point AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
with a person you want to impress. Pay **** You really want to do someattention to clues. Tonight:• Moonlight thing different now, but you might be
and stars beckon.
concerned that others will think you're
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
bizarre. Take a breath before you act and
**** Be alert for practical solutions. think things through. Find someone who
You might have to resurrect a previous shares
interests. Tonight:
your
idea. Avoid mental exhaustion by short- Achievement!
ening your work hours. If what .you are -PLSCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
doing hits a snag. switch gears. Try it a **** If moving ahead quickly doesdifferent way. Tonight: Read something n't seem to happen now, go back to the
motivational.
drawing board or try a different activity.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Eventually, inspiration saves the day, but
*** Approaching someone too soon it might not be until you wake tomorrow
with your proposal can deny acceptance' morning that you have the answers.
Wait for a better time.'Don't let missing Tonight: Do something different.
out on an invitation disturb you. You
probably didn't want to go anyway. BORN TODAY
There will be times ahead when you feel Actor Michael J. Fox (1961), comedian
more like socializing. Tonight: Get Jackie Mason (1934), musician Cole
comfy with a pillow and a good book.
Porter (1892)
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** A morning spent focused on mental work can keep you away from others.
Frustrating as that might be, devotion to
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Shopping is not a good idea if you
are in an impractical mood. You could
talk yourself into a purchase that you
later regret. Clever advertising worts
against you when you. are on a tight
budget. Check out libraries and garage
sales for special finds. Tonight. Enjoy

SUBSCRIBE

We can help you make it even better.
Right now the Murray Bank has refinancing plansailable
with great rates and terms. Let us help you choose the one
that's right for you.

1
Murray Bank
The

Call

753-LOAN

How Banking Should Be
405 S. 12th St.• Murray
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Murray-Calloway County
1)irectory of Churches
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 10:15 am.
Worship
Sat 900 a in

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
Sunday School
9 00 a in

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Evening Worship
6-00 p in
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.rn
Worship
Ilam & 6 pm
Church Training
5 p m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9.45 a.rn
Morning Services
11 00 a.m.
Evening Services
6.00 p.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6:30 p.m
Sunday School
10.00 a.in
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
10 00 a.m. & 6 00 p.m
Sunday School
900 a m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARX4
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a In
Evening Worship
6 00 p ni
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a In
Worship Services
1045 a m & 6 p,m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.rn.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.rn
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9.30 a.m
Worship
10-45a.m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.ni
Worship
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Morning Worship 1100 a m & 6-00 p m
Wednesday
7 00 p in
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8,9 15 & 10.30 a.m
8.9 15 & 10 30 a m.
Sun. Schools
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wed. Worship
7 pm
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
10-30 a.m. &63Opni
Sunday School
9.30 a in
Church Training
5.30 p m.
Wednesday Worship
7•00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship Service 11.00 a.m. & 6.00 p m
Wednesday
7 00 p in
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 -00 a m
Evening Worship
630 p.in
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Preaching
11 am & 6 00 p m
Wednesday Night
7-00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p in
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p in
3rd Sunday
2 00 p in
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
I() 50 a ni
6
Evening Worship
p in
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL
BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 (4 a in
Worship
II 00 a m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p ni
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
- Evening Worship
600 p.m

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Preaching
11.00 a.m
Prayer Se,rvice
5.30 p.m
Church
6-00 pm
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
845 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Worship
ham & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7•00 p.m
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11.00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.rn.
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p
Discipleship Training
6 p.m
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p in.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.& 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.in
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups •6:00 p.m
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun Celebration Services
10 a 171
Wed Spiritual Training Classes 7 p in
Fri Celebration Services
7pm
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7 00 p in
Sunday Morning
10 00 a in
Sunday Evening
7 00 p in
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p in
Wednesday
7 p In
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9.30 a m
Worship
11 30 a in & 7 p m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship
7 p in
HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Service
7 30 p ni
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
p in
Sundays - Worship
10 30 a in
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center

Worship 2nd Sun
Worship 4th Sun
"ruesday

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9'30 a in
Watchtower Study
10 30 a m

LUTHERAN
IMMANUE 1. 1,UTH ERAN
Worship
8:00 a.m.
0 15 a.m.
Bible Study

METHODIST

0give thanks unto the Lord;for he is
Good:for his mercy endureth for ever.
K.J.V. Psalm 136:1
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
Morning Worship
%M
m
10:
9'°
00
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m_
NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a.m. & 6 p.m
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
1000 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
1045
: a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
1030 a.m.
Bible Scheel
9:30 a.m.
Evening
6.00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
(0 a m
DI 30 am.
730 p.m
12-3 pm

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 a.in.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.in
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9.30 a m
Morning Worship
10 15 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
DEXTER
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10.30am & 600 pm
Wednesday "
7 00 p in
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
0.7.00 pm
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rilURRau
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH•DODGE EEP

1400N.12TH

MURRAY KY

HOLESALE

LECTRIC

‘C

STAR
OOOO0

CE=S2
RENTAL4SALES
CENTER
East Main Street • 75378201

206 E. Main

SUPPLY

Street
753-8194

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. &,6 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
'CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a.m. & 6 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 aril
Worship
10.:00 a.m

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.00 a.m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a in
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
900 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a. m
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship Service
11:00 a.m. & 7 p.m.
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Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
Hickory Woods

LIUNDRIT

BOONE
CLEANERS

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY
753-2552

Office Technology Specialists

403 S. L.P. Miller •753-0212

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

BEASLEY'S
SATELLITE & ANTENNA
d sti 500 North 4th Street
• I 1 1% (

270-759-0907

612 S. 9th St.

Calloway Monument Co.

Call in orfax your order!
Phone: 759-3663
Fax: 759-3329
Hrs: Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-10 p.nt.
& Sat. 10 a.m.-11p.m.
1510 Chestnut St. • Murray (At Five Points)

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

753-1962

How Balking Shoukl

Mithelin - Regul 111.' Goodrich - Multi-Mile

The

Bel-Air Shopping
Center
753-0440

405S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

753-1586

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.

753-1489

270-767-3660

4)
Murray Bank

212 E. Main St.

1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-5719

1707 West Main
Murray
'We have over !)0 years' experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

Murray
Appliance

759-4522

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years"

GALLERIES

rs)
Arbls

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a in

FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sun. Ser
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

High Quality Lubes & Fuel

WOODCZYkFTWS

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m -1030 am. Mon.-Sat
8 a.m -1030 am. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a m -11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
9:30 a.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m.

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Worship
6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
:7:00 p.m
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1110 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11 a m. & 5 p m

DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening-Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

Hwy.641 North

COLDWATER

FIVE

m'tboaer Wet pew.* it

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

200

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.

risc..,--crlactratss wis

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
930 a m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6:00 p.m

Cain's*

For All .Speci(11 H ri.sionS
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1300• Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

1000 a m to 1 p in
1000 a m to 1 p in
fi
p to

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
Sunday
9:00 a.m
Holy Eve
7:00 p.m.
Holy Day
600 p.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a m . 11 a.m. & 6 p.m_

W,•,1

NAZARENE

1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94

CATHOLIC

Sunday
Sunday Syle..1
2nd Wednesday
Read .•

MT.CARMEL
Worship
1000 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a in.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 am.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL AblE CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.

0
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Churches list speakers
Various churches have released
information concerning their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor,
will speak about "God Loves The
Church" with scripture from Ephesians 5:15-27 at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Jim Cain will be in charge
of children's time. Dean Cochrum
and Margaret Nell Boyd will be in
charge of the music.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak about "Heaven's
dire" with scripture from I Kings
18:17-41 at the 11 a.m. worship
service and about "Whey Don't We
Have the Fire of God Anymore?"
with scripture from I Kings 18:3039 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at the 9 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. The non-traditional service
will be at 11 a.m.
Nniversity Church of Christ
Alan Cooper, pulpit minister,
will speak about "The Verdict" at
the 10 a.m. worship service and
about "Kernel Glory" at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Danny Claiborne is
worship leader with Jeremy Bell as
youth director and Charley Bazzell
as campus director.
Elm Grove Baptist
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
speak at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Ray Hays will be
choir director and lead the music.
The morning service will include
special music by the Hays' extended family and a solo by Bethany Miller from Hartselle, Ala. Nelson Key will sing at the evening
hour. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m. and Discipleship Training at 5
p.m. For information call 753-7321
or 436-2204.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor,
will speak about "The Revealer of
Truth" with scripture from John
16:12-15 at the 11 a.m. worship
service. The choir, along with Rev.
Blake and Louise McNeil, will sing
"Jesus Loves Me" in various languages with Diana Tatlock as choir
director and Betty Poole and Ginny
Shropshire as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor,
will speak about "The Revealer of
Truth" with 'scripture from John
16:12-15 at the 9 a.m. worship service. Ralph Robertson is choir director with Cannaleta Eldridge as pianist. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Hal Shipley, retired
minister, will speak at the 8:45 and
11 a.m. worship services and Marty
Futrell at the 7 p.m. worship service. Terry Byerly will lead the music with Susan Reynolds, Hazel
Brandon, Anita Bradley and Carol
Kelly as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. and Discipleship Training at 6 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Richard Guilt, minister, will
speak about "Things We Need To
Keep #2" with scripture from I Corinthians 7:10-13 at the 10:15 a.m.
service and about "Six 'Rs' of
Christianity #5 - Resurrection" with
scripture from I Corinthians 15:1220 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Kevin Smith will be song leader.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. James Redmann, vacancy pastor, will speak about
"Guided By the Spirit" with scripture from John 116:12-15 at the 8
a.m. worihip service. Sunday

School/Adult Bible Class and social
hour will be at 9:15 a.m.
Glendale Rd. Church of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "Well, I Reckon!" with
scripture from Romans 6:1-11 at the
9 a.m. worship service and about
"All Nations; Every Creature" with
scripture from Matthew 28:18-20
and Mark 16:15-16 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Curtis Darnall will
direct the song service. Garry
Evans is involvement minister, Alan
Martin is outreach minister and
Nick Hutchens is youth minister. A
short worship service will be at 5
a.m. and Bible Classes at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. John
Wood is minister of music with
Dwane Jones and Oneida White as
accompanists. The choir will sing
"Redeemed" at the morning hour
and "Grace Greater Than Our Sin"
at the evening hour. Jeff Prater is
minister of youth. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and Churchwide singing at 5:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Katie Rhoads will speak about
"God's Wisdom" with scripture
from John 16:12-15 at the 10 a.m.
worship service. The chancel choir
will sing "Gracious Spirit Dwell
with Me" with Margaret Boone as
choir director with Mandie Green as
organist. Also assisting will be the
Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery, liturgist, and Carol Allen, Faye McConnell and Charlie Miller. Renewal of
wedding vows will be by Al and
Jackie Hansen. Sunday School will
be at 9 a.m. and Korean worship
service at 4 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Richard Nelson, area coordinator
for the Family Foundation of Kentucky, will speak at the 10:50 a.m.
worship service and David Ramey
at the 6 p.m. worship service. Paul
Adams is minister of music with
Kathy Thweatt and Tonya Thompson as accompanists. The sanctuary
choir will sing "In Times Like
These" at the morning hour. Assisting will be David Ramey and Tim
Williams. Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn M. On, pastor,
will speak about "A Masterpiece of
His Design" with scripture from II
Peter 1:1-15 at the 10:30 a.m. worship service and about "The Rewards of the Godly Life" with
scripture from H Peter 1:5-11 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Tommy
Scott is minister of music. The choir
will sing "He is Jehovah" and
Janice Graves will sing a solo at the
morning hour. Amber Young will
sing at the evening hour. Also as-

sisting will be John Yezerski and
Danny Richerson. Jeremy Hudgin is
minister of students and Lisa Whitt
is minister of children. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Wendell Ray, pastor, will
speak about "The Right Question"
with scripture from Acts 2:1-13 at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service and
the Rev. Terry Garvin, associate
pastor, will speak at the 6 p.m. worship service. Joetta Kelly, preschool/children minister, will have
the children's sermon. Janet Brewer
will serve as minister of music at
the morning hour and Larry Seward
at the evening hour. Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray will be accompanists. The sanctuary choir will sing
"Song for the Nation" and "Ye
Shall Be Witnesses" and RAs and
GAS will sing at the morning hour.
Joetta Kelly will sing at the evening
hour. Assisting will be Scott Winkler and Fred Schultz.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Horner,
minister, will speak about "What I
Want to Be" with scripture from I
Peter 2:1-9 at the 10:15 a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus is choir
director with Angie Thome as organist. Melanie Dawson and Amy
Roos will sing "You Are Emmanuel." Dees Roberts will be worship leader. Assisting will be Doug
Vander Molen, Walt Apperson, Melanie Dawson, Don Bennett, Betty
Gore, Judy Eldredge, Trace Curd
and Carmen Garland. Erica Cheatham is youth director.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pastor,
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. Shellie Wilson and Ashley Jackson will be acolytes. Also assisting will be Charles
and Carolyn Guthrie, Joe Pat Hutson, Joe Wrye, Doyan Jennings and
Jerry Veazey.
Northside Baptist
The Rev. Brett Miles, pastor,
will speak at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Max McGinnis is
song leader with Joy Young and
Janeann Turner as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry Daniel,.pastor,
will speak about "The Birth of the
Church" with scripture from Acts
2:1-4 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services. Norma J. Reed, minister of discipleship, will be liturgist
and Haley Haverstock and Mady
Trevathan will be acolytes. Pam
Wurgler is minister of music with
Joan Bowker as organist. Gale and
Casey Cornelison will sing a duet at
the early service. The chancel choir
will sing "Create in Me a Clean
Heart,0 God" at the later service

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH

YOUTH MISSION.. Youth of Northside Baptist Church are pictured prior to leaving for their mission trip to work at Trinity land Daycare Center at Mobile, Ala., where Bonnie Hicks cares for 150
to 250 children placed in protective childcare by the court system. The group left with supplies
for the center. The group will return Sunday and will be available throughout the summer to
share their experiences. Donations were received from Vanzora, Sugar Creek, Hazel, Westside,
Salem, Oak Grove and First Baptist Churches, New Home, Mayfield, and Forrest Park, Bowling
Green. Pictured are Chaz Robinson, Alyssa Durbin, Brittany Miles, Kim Story, Keith Thornton,
Jessica Story, Whitney Ray, Brittany Green, Leslie Hatfield, Kelly Miles, Mitchell Smith. Alyssa
McGinnis, and youth leader, Jane Ann Turner. For information call Pastor Brett Miles or Youth
Director Turner, Northside Baptist Church.

!
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GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Hwy.641 South • Hazel

Sunday, June 10
Sunday Bible Study .. . .10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship

Jim Yates, Guest Speaker

GLENDA tE ROAD CH L RC
Of CFR ST
E SCHOOL
VACATION

June 11-13 • 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Edward Chapman, Evangelist
Special Music Each Night
Darren Chapman, Music Director
Gina Brandon, Pianist
Jeanette Walker, Organist
Rev. William B. Miller, Pastor

THIS YEAR'S THEME:

"QUEEN EST'ER:IF
OF CO U1RACJil
OUI

Ecie,eveuee Tct Tweeted
EMMEMEMEMEiaii

Come Study
With Us At Vacation
Bible School
Day 1 — Jesus' Miracle of The Fishes
Day 2 — Jesus Heals The
Nobleman's Son
Day 3 -- Jesus Stills A Great Storm
Day 4— Jesus Feeds The
Five Thousand
Day 5— Jesus Raises Lazarus

Dates:
June 11-15, 2001
Time:
7:00 - 8:15 p.m.

Coldwater Church of Christ
St. Rt. 121 North • 489-2219

COME SEE ESTHER'S FAITH
DELIVER THE JEWS
FROM HAMAN'S EVIL PLA1N1

UNE 11-15
9.30 - 11:30 A.M.
ALL AGES THROUGH GRADE 5
AND AN ADULT CLASS
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Pros and Cons...

Finals
Philadelphia leads series 1-0
Today
Philadelphia at Los Angeles Lakers
9 p m
Sunday. June 10
Los Angeles Lakers at Philadelphia
730 p m
Wednesday, June 13
Los Angeles Lakers at Philadelphia
9 p m
Friday, June 15
Los Angeles Lakers at Philadelphia
9 p m , it necessary
Monday, June 18
Philadelphia at Los Angeles Lakers,
9 p m . it necessary
Wednesday, June 20
Philadelphia at Los Angeles Lakers
9 p m if necessary

Russelburg weighs options
Russelburg, who was the draft's
794th overall selection, has posted largely average numbers
throughout his collegiate career,
going 14-17 with a 5.16 ERA in
three seasons with the 'Breds.
However, the Hawesville native
By SCOTT NANNEY
improved his _draft stock with his
Sports Editor
Aaron Russelburg can take sol- performance this spriug, finishace in one thing — he's not ing the 2001 campaign with a
6-5 mark and a 3.51 ERA in
alone.
The 6-4, 215-pound Murray helping MSU to a 28-26-1 record.
"It's not something that hapState right-hander is one of many
college juniors across the coun- pens every year," Thieke said."But
try who will have a big decision it's not uncommon for a pitcher
of his caliber to get drafted. That's
to make in the next several weeks.
just a testament to how well he's
As a 26th-round pick by the
done.St. Louis Cardinals, Russelburg
According to Thieke, pro scouts
will have to choose between sign- were drawn to Russelburg because
ing with his new teath or return- of his build and potential.
ing to his old . one — the Mur"He has what 1 Call shutout
ray State Thoroughbreds — for ability.- Thieke explained. "His
One more year.
•
velocity is very good and he can
a rewarding thing for him,- overmatch a lot of hitters. The
• said MSU head baseball coach scouts have clocked him in the
Mike Thieke. "But, at the same high 80s and low 90s, which _is
time, its a very big decision to average for the major leagues ...
have to make.He meant a lot to our team

• Cards' draftee
could return to
Murray State

because he gave us a chance to years away from graduating. So
win everytime he took the mound." we have to put that out there as
Russelburg, who is currently an option ... It's a difficult deciplaying in the Great Lakes League sion because some guys go into
in Minnesota, is free to sign with pro ball and play for a few years,
the Cardinals at any time before and they're so far from graduathe start of the
tion when they get done that they
fall semester at
don't ever go back (to school)."
Another consideration, Thieke
MSU.
But
said, is Russelburg's draft posishould
he
tion.
decide to stay
"The 26th round is about midin school, his
way through the draft," he said.
name will be reentered into the
"Anytime you're close to the topdraft pool for
half of the draft like that, that's
pretty good. But we're not going
next year.
Thieke said
to tell him what to do. That's a
he and other RUSSELBURG decision that only Aaron can
MSU officials
make."
have spoken with Russelburg about
Russelburg is one of a handhis options, but hesitate to offer ful of MSU players who have
an opinion.
been drafted by major league teams
"This is a touchy area for us in the past decade.
to be offering advice in one way
Former pitchers Marcus Logan
or another," he noted. "We're in (Cardinals) and Kent Wallace
the education business here, but (Yankees),along with catcher Jerewe also play ball here.
my Quire (White Sox), are just
"One consideration is the fact some of the former 'Breds who
that he's about one-and-a-half have entered the professional ranks

in recent years.
Current San Francisco Giants'
left-hander Kirk Rueter, who
pitched at MSU from 1989-91,
has logged the most time in the
major leagues of any MSU alumnus.
The 18th-round pick in the
June 1991 draft began his big
league career with Montreal in
1993 and is currently in his fifth
full season with the Giants, posting an 81-48 career record entering the 2001 season.
Jack Perconte (1973-76), Pat
Jarvis(1959-60), Carl Edgar Powis
(1947-48) and Louis J. Rochelli
(1943) are other former 'Breds
who have seen time in the major
leagues.
"We're in the top three in the
(Ohio Valley) conference in players drafted," said Thieke. "It's
always exciting to coach a player who has the chance to play
pro ball, and it says a lot about
our program."

Cubs sweep Cards;
lead Central by five

KEY HIT...Sammy Sosa's RBI double in the eighth inning
pulled Chicago even with St. Louis, helping the Cubs rally
for a 4-3 victory over their NL Central rivals.

CHICAGO (AP) — The threegame sweep at St. Louis last month
was simply embarrassing, the start
of a tali* that became an eightgame losing streak and dropped
the Chicago Cubs from first to
fourth in the NL Central.
So when the Cubs wrapped up
a sweep of their own Thursday
with a 4-3 victory over the Cardinals in 10 innings, the celebration was a little more enthusiastic than usual.
"It's always fun when you celebrate at home and send a team
away with a broom handle," Matt
Stairs said. "It's an awesome win."
Awesome, indeed. The victory
was the 15th in 16 games for the
Cubs and extended their division
lead to five games — their largest
since the end of the 1989 season.
Making it even more impressive was that Matt Morris had a
no-hitter going through until there
were two outs in the seventh.
Stairs broke it up with a double
to center, and the Cubs were on
a roll.
Sammy Sosa hit an RBI double to tie the game in the eighth,
and then scored the game-winper
on Rondell White's single up the
middle in the 10th inning.

White finished with two RBIs, it at 3.
and Augie Ojeda added another.
"Fatigue was starting to set in,
Jim Edmonds hit a • two-run but the adrenaline kicked in with
homer'for, tile Cardinals.
the Sosa at-bat," Moths said. "I
"What an unbelievable finish," wanted to challenge him, but I
Cubs manager Don Baylor said. got too much of the plate. Ojeda
"This club will not give up. ... scoring from first with two outs
They had a no-hitter thrown at was tough to swallow. I could
them for a while and just kept have walked Sosa just as easily.
"I gave up about six hits in a
,scratching and clawing."
Morris has never had a no-hit- span of three outs. It's amazing
ter, and Stairs said he went to the how the tide turns."
The Cubs had a chance in the
plate in the seventh 90 percent
sure the right-hander wasn't going ninth when Miguel Cairo hit a
soft liner with runners at first and
to get one Thursday.
Still, there's always that 10 per- third. But second baseman Fernando
Vina made a spectacular diving
cent that isn't quite sure.
Stairs erased his own doubts, catch to keep the game going.
Chicago got the Cardinals in
launching a bomb to center that
carried all the way to the warn- the 10th, though. Mike Timlin (2ing track. That broke Morris' spell, 3) intentionally walked Sosa with
and White and Ron Coomer fol- one out, and he took second on
lowed with singles.
a fielder's choice.
That brought up White, whose
The Cubs really got on Morris
in the eighth. Pinch-hitter Todd liner to short center had just enough
Dunwoody doubled to deep left carry to allow a sliding Sosa to
and scored on Ojeda's single with score.
"We went down to St. Louis
two outs. That brought up Sosa,
who smacked a hard liner that and got our butts kicked down
looked like it might be a homer. there," said Jeff Fassero (1-2), who
It hit the wall in right-center struck out three and walked one
instead, but neither Jim Edmonds in one inning.
"It was nice to come back here
nor Kerry Robinson got close to
it and Ojeda scored easily to tie and return the favor."

Capriati downs Hingis, reaches French finals
PARIS I AP)
She's the No.
in the world, yet Martina Ilingis hasn't won a Grand
slam title in more than two years.
She's the best tactician in the
game. hut comes apart against big
hitters on the slow red clay of
the French Open.
Hingis' recent lack of success
is an enigma, and she's the first
to admit it.
"I ‘Nould miss shots which were
going straight at me,- the Swiss
star said after losing 6-4. 6-3 to
Jennifer Capriati in the semifinals
Thursday.
I player

"That shouldn't happen, not on
clay." she added-, visibly shocked
by her defeat.
Capriati will meet Belgian teenager Kim Clijsters in Saturday's
final.
The loss was the latest major
setback for Hingis, who hasn't taken
a Grand Slam title since winning
the 1999 Australian Open.
Since then she has reached four
finals and three semis, repeatedly
falling to more powerful opponents at the final hurdle.
Her failure to win the French,
the only Grand Slam title missing

Last year, she lost in the semis
from her trophy
to big-hitting doubles partner Mary
cabinet, is parPierce, the eventual champion.
ticularly galling.
After losing to Capriati, who
She was runalso beat her in the final of the
ner-up to Iva
Australian in January, Hingis
Majoli in 1997,
missing
an
blamed lack of mental preparation
for her unlucky run in Paris.
opportunity to
sweep all four
• "Mentally, I've always been
somewhere out in the clouds before
Grand
Slam
this tournament," she said.
events that year.
CAPRIAT1
Hingis made 42 unforced errors
She was three
points from the championship in and served three double faults
1999 when Stcffi Graf made a against Capriati, an unusually high
comeback to claim her sixth Roland figure for a player whose game
is built on forcing others to cornGarros crown.

mit mistakes.
Capriati double-faulted seven
times and had 37 errors, but also
produced a series of winning
groundstrokes and volleys.
"She overwhelmed me at times.
She just played too good," said
Hingis.
The top seed faced only one
seeded player before meeting No.
4 Capriati, but denied that her
easy run to the semis was to blame
for the defeat.
"It wasn't so easy," she said.
just made it look easy."

n Omaha
Eight teams reach same, goal: They're'in
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — The coaches of
the .eight College World Series teams didn't try to hide their excitement.
"This is the pinnacle," said Southern
California coach Mike Gillespie, one of
nine people to have played and, coached in
the College World Series. "It's been our
experience that it's hard to get here. This
is not a given. This is not easy. This is
not to be taken for granted. This is spe-

haven't prepared for."
cial."
Cameras and video recorders were likeFirst-timers Nebraska and Tulane are tryly
to be out in force as President Bush
ing to remain calm.
scheduled to throw out the first pitch
as
was
preparation
have
as
much
"Our kids
Friday's
CWS opener between Stanford
Tulane
,
in
here,"
having
not
been
have
can
they
coach Rick Jones said. "But we still have (46-16) and Tulane (55-11).
Opening ceremonies and the home run
a camcorder club right now. They all want
to pull out that camcorder for those first- challenge, won by Northern .Iowa's Ryan
time pictures. Any time you come for the Brunner, were held Thursday night.
Stanford, which had to win four elimifirst- time, there are going to be things you

nation 'games during the first two rounds
of the NCAA tournament, came into this
season without its top three starting pitchers from a year ago and had no seniors
on its roster.
"This is probably the biggest surprise
that we've ended up in Omaha," coach
Mark Marquess said. "It's the youngest
team I've ever had in my 25 years at Stanford."

Capturing the taste of Thai, burnishing it with classical style at

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

Thai's Corner

19113.95'

10% Off
For Seniors
All Day

Restaurant

The Only One Authentic Thai Food In Town.

Located Next To Gold Rush In Olympic Plaza
Open For Lunch & Dinner
With Special Lunch Menu from -$4.59-$5.95
Express Dish with guarantee 15 minutes or drink free
and Promotion For Summer
Reservation Call (270)753-3328

Sixers
earning
Lakers'
respect
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Maybe
the Los Angeles Lakers had it a
little too easy en route to the
NBA Finals, and it came back to
haunt them.
Allen Iverson believes that might
be the case. He isn't convinced
his Philadelphia 76ers earned much
respect beating the Lakers 107101 in overtime to begin the bestof-seven series.
"They've been beating up on
everybody, sweeping guys," Iverson said Thursday. "We've ben
going through wars every series,
every game. I don't know if guys
that they were playing were scared
of them."
The 76ers certainly aren't,
although they're clearly relishing
their underdog role.
"I think we're all pinching ourselves this morning, to be honest," 76ers coach Larry Brown
said with a straight face in reference to Wednesday night's Game
1 victory.
"I think (the Lakers) respected
us, it was the media," Eric Snow
told reporters."The way they swept
through Portland, Sacramento and
San Antonio, I can't blame you
guys for thinking they would
sweep."
There won't be a sweep now,
unless it's by the 76ers.
"Probably everybody just thinks
we snuck one game, and that's
it," said Iverson, who celebrated
his 26th birthday Thursday. "Now
we're going to roll over and die,
we accomplished everything."
So, Iverson was asked, the 76ers
didn't earn respect?
"No, nobody probably respects
us anyway," he replied.
Apparently not the oddsmakers. They. made the Lakers 11 I/2point favorites for Game 2 — the
same as Game I.
The Lakers obviously do, and
did before the finals.
"The 76ers are a better team
than the Spurs,they're more aggressive and quicker," Lakers assistant coach Tex Winter said.
"Despite what the media was saying, we knew this would be a
difficult series."
The Lakers brought a 19-game
winning streak into the finals,
eight to finish the season, 11 to
begin the playoffs.
Now, they have a one-game
losing streak.
"We seem to be unable to get
by a I9-game winning streak,"
said Rick Fox, who scored 19 points
in a losing cause. "We had one
last year. We should have been
aware of that."
The Lakers, dealing with the first
Game 1 defeat of the Jackson era,
realize they'll be in deep trouble
if they don't win Game 2 before
the series shifts to Philadelphia.
"One game doesn't make or
break a series," Horace Grant said.

TOBACCO INSURANCE
Call 753-5842 For A Quote.

(*On most cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

302 N. 12th • Murray, KY

96 East Main Street • 753-5606
1

s
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Boston's
Varitek
breaks
elbow

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored

By:

Haverstock and Suite!
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiler

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
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Pot.

22 .621
36
26
552
32
28
30 .483
26
34 .433
23
37 .383
Central Division
L Pct.
Chicago
21
632
36
542
St Louis
32
27
Houston
29
28
509
29
28
509
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
35 .397
23
316
Pittsburgh
18
39
West Division
W
L Pct.
Arizona
36
24 .600
33
27 550
Los Angeles
Colorado
30
29 508
San Francisco
30
30 .500
32 467
San Diego
28
Thursday's Games
Florida 5, Pittsburgh 3
Chicago Cubs 4, St Louis 3, 10
San Diego 10, San Francisco 7
Arizona 13, Los Angeles 9
N Y. Mets 6, Philadelphia 5
Atlanta 4,'Montreal 3, 11 innings
Houston 2, Colorado 1

Philadelphia
Atlanta
Florida
New York
Montreal

GB
4
8
11
14
GB
5
7
7
13 1/2
18
G8
3
5 1/2
6
8

innings

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct
Boston
34
24
586
New York
33
25 569
31
475
Toronto
28
27
466
Baltimore
31
16
Tampa Bay
43 271
Centrel Division
L PcL
Cleveland
19 667
38
37
21
638
Minnesota
25
31
446
Chicago
Detroit
23
33 411
21
Kansas City
38 356

Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

West Division
W
L
46
12
29
29
28
30
20
38

Todd Greene is doing just fine
filling in for the New York Yankees. Now the Boston Red Sox
need a replacement catcher, too.
Jason Varitek homered in the
second inning of Boston's 8-1 victory over Detroit on Thursday night,
then broke his right elbow while
making a sliding catch of a foul
ball in the seventh.
"He's fearless," Boston manager Jimy Williams said of Varitek
before the extent of the injury
was announced."He couldn't throw
properly. We had to take him out."
Varitek avoided injury last Monday night in a 7-6 loss to the
Yankees when he made a catch
on the top step of the New York
dugout and grabbed a railing to
avoid falling.
He overcame a slow start offensively and batted .304 in May, when
he became the first catcher in
team history to hit three homers
in one game.
The Red Sox said more tests
would be done Friday, and it's
not known how long Varitek will
be sidelined. Boston's backup
catcher is Scott Hatteberg, who's
batting .172 in 58 at-bats.
Elsewhere, it was Toronto 8,
Tampa Bay 7; Chicago 5, Kansas
City I; New York 4, Baltimore
0; Cleveland 6, Minnesota 2; and
Anaheim 6, Oakland 4.
Carl Everett returned to the
Boston lineup and drove in five
runs. He sat out a day after playing all .18 innings and striking.
out four times in Tuesday night's
4-3 Boston victory.
Everett hit a three-run double
in the second and an RBI triple
in the fourth against Victor Santos (1-2). He singled in another
run in the two-run seventh.
Tim Wakefield (4-0) took his
regular turn in the rotation despite
having pitched the final inning
and getting the victory in the game
e a 2:58 a.m. Wednesday. In Thursday's game, he
allowed one run on four hits in
six innings.

GB
1
6 1/2
7
18 1/2
GB
1 1/2
12 1/2
14 1/2
18

Pct. GB
793 500 17
483 18
345 26

Thursday's Games
Toronto 8, Tampa Bay 7
Chicago White Sox 5, Kansas City 1
Boston 8, Detroit 1
N Y Yankees 4, Baltimore
Cleveland 6, Minnesota 2
Anaheim 6, Oakland 4

SPORTS BRIEFS
Max Hurt golf tournament plans in full swing
The Murray Rotary Club will host the Max Hurt Rotary Golf Tournament
June 29 at 1 p.m. at the Murray Country Club. The 18-hole two-person
scramble, held during Freedom Fest, will be limited to 54 teams.
The application fee is $80 per team to enter the event, which raises funds
for the Max Hurt Memorial Scholarship, awarded to a student attending Murray State University.
Teams placing in the top four will receive gift certificates of $125, $100,
$75 and $50, respectively. Also, $10,000 will be awarded to anyone who
makes a hole-in-one on the 17th hole.
Door prizes will also be given to the winners of the longest drive contest
at No. 14 and the closest-to-the-pin contest at No. 7, as well as anyone who
gets within 20 feet of the pin' at No. 2 and No. 11. Those prizes include a
set of irons, a Sony view camcorder and two round-trip tickets to any destination in the continental United States.
Applications can be picked up at Boone's Cleaners, any of the local golf
courses or from Rotary Club members. The application deadline is June 25.
For more information, call Brenda Rowland at 762-2385 or Howard Boone at
753-2552.

UK statisticia
Browning dies
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Harold Thomas Browning. the statistician for the University of Kentucky basketball and football teams
for several years, died Thursday
of an apparent heart attack. He
was 55.
Browning worked full-time a
sales executive for Host Communications. He also was the announcer for Henry Clay High School foot-

Local boys
compete in
golf event
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. - Four
boys from Murray represented their
hometown at Thursday's Western
Hills Junior Classic, a KGA-PGA
Pepsi Junior Golf Tour event at
Western Hills Golf Course.
Alex Willinghurst was the top
local finisher, finishing in a tie
for 1 1 th place with Greenville's
Sammy Dukes in the 12-and under division.
Willinghurst's pine-hole round
of 44 was seven strokes off the
pace set by winner Cameron R
Carrico of Owensboro.
Meanwhile, Will Pitman shot
a 58 to finish alone in 23rd on
the 12-and-under leaderboard.
In the 17-18 competition, Jeffrey Boyle carded an 18-hole score
of 96'to take 2Ist. Boyle's 45 on
the front nine and 51 on the way
home placed him 23 swings behind
Jordan Blann of Bowling Green
In 13-14 play. Tyler Buckinghan finished in a three-way tie
for 25th with Justin Poland of
Glasgow and Chris Sampley of
Owensboro.
Buckingham's 101 (50-51) left
him 25 shots off the pace set by
Nicklaus Newcomb of Benton.

GOT SCORES?
CALL THE
MURRAY
LEDGER &
TIMES AT
753-1916
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ball and basketball. an did radio
commercials for Howar & Miller
clothing store.
Browning was a R chmond
native and attended Eastern Kentucky University and Western Kentucky University. He was a member of Crestwood Christian Church.
Survivors include his wife, Victoria J. Browning; his mother, Virginia A. Browning; a daughter,
Victoria L. "Tori" Browning; and
a sister, Lee Browning, all of Lexington.
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2 Car (12x20)

2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2 1/2 Car (24x24)
Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
Large 3 Car (30x30)
Plus Off Level Lot

$5100
$5350
$5900
$7200

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) - Two games after his
behind-the-net blunder seemingly
cost the Colorado Avalanche the
Stanley Cup, Patrick Roy gave
everyone who loves hockey the
ultimate -- a seventh game.
Roy single-handedly kept cup
hopes of Colorado and defenseman Ray Bourque alive, fending
off an early power-play barrage
to lead the Avalanche 4-0 over
the New Jersey Devils in Game
6 of the finals Thursday night at
Continental Airlines Arena.
"Their backs are against the
wall now, and our backs are against
the wall now," Devils defenseman
Brian Rafalski said. "Both teams
are going to come out swinging,
and it's going to be the last team
standing."
Roy made sure the Avs were
around for another game by never
letting the Devils grab the lead,
even though Colorado gave the
defending champions every chance
in the opening minutes.
Three times New Jersey was
allowed to play with the- extra
skater, and each time Roy held
off the Devils, making outstanding stops on Bobby Holik and

Registration packets are available at Murray YMCA.
For more information call Lydia Cathey 903-4994,
4 6„, Cindy Cripps 759-9436 or Murray Family YMCA 759-9622

Quick Response!
Vinyl Siding

Wood DK*,

2.16
Trussed
Ftatte,
Fasc.

Stands,
Lindet Viny
Siding

te' One. Foundation

Vinyl Siding
'
0 W.'d

CARPENTER BUILT - NOT PRE-FABS!

1 1/2 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2 1/2 Car (24x24)
Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)'
Large 3 Car (30x30)
Plus Off Level Lot

See Our Unique Feature & Compare Bottom Line Prices!
31 years of experience

MSU Organic Pasteurization Plan
will have

COMPOST FOR SALE
Behind the MSU Dairy on
College Farm Rd.
SAT., JUNE 9 • 9 A.M. UNTIL NOON
Add Organic Matter To Your Garden or Lawn
Just Come By!

Jason Amon and two on John
Madden.
Roy had 12 saves before
defenseman Adam Foote seemed
to rip the heart out of the Devils by scoring on a slap shot with
1:58 left in the first period after
a New Jersey turnover.
"We outplayed them, we outshot them and didn't get nothing
out of it, and they were leading
after the first," Holik said. "Any
other time it would not demoralize you, but when you are playing against such a good team, it's
tough."
But those things happen when

...

ii.
LMAS

Roy is in goal and on his game.
"Patrick is playing strong for
us, so strong," Colorado coach
Bob Hartley said. "He's a goalie
that is very intimidating. He plays
in the other team's head."
Devils coach Larry Robinson
tried to get into his own team's
head after their latest playoff letdown, which really should not
have been a surprise.
Every time the Devils have
looked ready to roll to their second straight cup, they've had a
hiccup. This was just the latest.
They have found a way to rebound
each time.

Hot Spring
Specials!

Meet Peizilei"
Alf
Sal

on Pre-Owned Cars 5 Trucks
2001 Chevy Tahoe, Loaded, Green 9K mi.
2001 Toyota Corolla LE, 4 to choose from, all
mileages below 8K mi
2000 Toyota Tacoma, Reg Cab, 5 spd, Alloy
Wheels, 27K mi., Silver, Grey Cloth
2000 Chevrolet Suburban, 4 WD, LS Package
w/Leather, Pewter Fully Equipped
2000 GMC 3500 1 Ton, Flatbed, SWB,6K mi,
5.7L, Auto
2000 Dodge Dakota, Ext. Cab, SLT, V-6, Auto,
Full Power, 14K mi, Burgundy w/Silver
2000 Dodge DI500, Full size Ext. Cab, SLT
Package w/Leather, Silver w/Grey Leather
2000 Chevy Silverado Reg. Cab LS, Red,
Z-71, Sharp Truck, 15,500 miles
2000 Chevrolet S-10 LS, White, Extended cab
13.500 mi.
2000 Chevy S-10 LS, Black Reg Cab.
14,500 mi
1999 Lincoln Town car, White, Loaded.
31,500 mi.
1999 GMC Yukon SLT, Pewter, 40,698 mi.
1999 Ford Mustang Coupe, Red, 37K mi.
1999 Toyota Avalon XL, Leather Loaded
1999 Chevy Silverado LS, Burg., Ext Cab.
72,800 mi
1999 Chrysler Sebring Coupe, Red, New Tires,
51K mi.
1998 Toyota Sienna XLE Van, White/Silver
Loaded, 41,600 mi
1998 Jeep Cherokee SUV, Sport, Red, 38,155

84500
$5200
$5500
$5650
$6390
$7650

1998 Ford Ranger Ranger Reg. Cab. Tan. 5
spd, 28,673 mi.
1998 Ford Explorer, Leather, Black 4x2, 46.600
mi.
1998 Chev. S-10 Reg. Cab, White Short Bed
42,898 mi.
1997 Pontiac Grand Prix, Teal Sedan. 97.111
mi.
1997 Nissan Quest Van, Grey. 43,640 mi.
1997 Mazda Millenia Sedan. Black 79.140 mi.
1997 Ford F-150 XL, white. 120,900 mi.
1997 Chev. Silverado, Z-71 Red, 86,891 ml..
1997 Chevy C-3500 Flatbed, White, 350 engine,
62K mi.
1997 Chevy Astro Van, Purple, 65K mi.
1997 Buick Regal Sedan, White. 69.480 mi.
1996 Olds Cierra Sedan, Tan, 83K mi.
1996 Ford Explorer SUV, Blue, 61,500 mi.
1996 Chrysler Town & Country Van, Iris, Loaded,
91,700 mi.
1996 Cadillac Seville SLS, Black, 49K mi.
1996 Cadillac Deville, Blue, 6,300 mi.
1996 Buick LeSabre Sedan, Beige, 92,500 mi.
1995 GMC Yukon SUV, Beige w/Leather 114,600
mi
1995 Dodge Dakota SLT, Green 4x4 Ext. Cab.
35,700 mi.
1995 Chev. Tahoe Sport, Black, Clean Unit,
93,950 mi.
1995 Chev Suburban Sport, White, 4x2.
108,800 mi.
1995 Buick Riviera Coupe, Maroon, 75,100 mi.
1994 Chevy 1500 SWB, Burgundy, Work 4x2,
V6,66K mi.
1993 Chevy Suburban 4x2, Burgundy, 1-owner,
97,900 mi

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car Or Truck Company."
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CHEVROLET-CADILLAC-OLDSMOBILE-GEO •
2420 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN • 901-642-3900 • 800-325-3229
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Colorado forces Game 7

The first 12 teams to complete registration forms and pay $400 entrx
fee will secure spot in league. Deadline for completing registratior
packet, roster, and waiver forms is July 6, 2001.
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HAPPY CAMPERS.. The Calloway County Laker Basketball Camp honored the 21 boys
in grades K-5 that participated in the camp's morning session Monday-Thursday at
CCHS' Jeffrey Gymnasium.

Season will run July 16-November 3
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D
DEAR DR. Go'rr: 1 have read that
chromium picolinate is a fat burner. I
have been using the product for three
months and have experienced no
weight loss whatsoever. Am I being
taken to the cleaners?
DEAR READER: Yep. Sorry about
that, but there is no safe, fat-burner
medication. Despite the claims of
many alternative practitioners,
chromium has not been shown to
affect obesity. The mineral is necessary for normal metabolism, but, in
excess, can lead to renal failure and
other complications. According to
Drs. Steve Barrett and Victor
Herbert, authors of "The Vitamin
Pushers" (Prometheus Books, 1994),
chromium picolinate has no proven
value in treating obesity or any other
medical condition. Save your money,
bemoan the fact that today's bumpers
contain no chromium, and get on a
diet I suggest Dr. Gott's no-sugar, noflour diet as an inexpensive and effective alternative.
While I'm at it, I'd like to respond to
the hundreds of readers who have
asked for my "diet book." Folks, that's
just the strength of the diet; it needs
no book, brochure or pamphlet. I simply advise people to avoid food that
contains sugar or flour. This results in
a diet of meat, fish, poultry, vegetables, salads, and fresh fruit: easy and
nutritious. And it works. My comments to other diets? Goodbye, weakest link!
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report, "Winning the Battle of the
Bulge." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.

DEAR.DR. GOTT: I'm a 42-year-old
laborer who is fit, doesn't smoke or
drink, and experiences constant

Support
Local
Merchants

PETER
GOTT, M D

fatigue, even though I sleep six to
eight hours a night. I enjoy my work,
but my co-workers have dubbed me
"The Yawner." My children are often
upset with me because I lack energy.
My mother confirms that I've always
needed extra sleep. Eve had the usual
blood tests, which are normal. What
can I do next?
DEAR READER: There are many
causes of fatigue, ranging from the
serious (hidden malignancy or infection) to the trivial (inadequate sleep).
Other common causes of exhaustion
include anemia, thyroid problems,
sleep disorders — and depression.
I'd probably side with your mother
that, being a person who historically
has needed extra sleep, you might
solve your problem if you were to
sleep an extra hour at night. This
approach would certainly be easier
and cheaper than having further testing and, if it doesn't work, you can
always move on to Plan B, which I
would summarize as follows: a thorough and complete discussion with
and examination by a specialist in
internal medicine. Such an interaction
would certainly involve further testing, analysis of possible depression
and referral to appropriate specialists.
I can understand your frustration.
Try getting more sleep and, if necessary, involve your family physician.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 62-year-old
husband suffers from periodic facial
flushing and weakness without a predictable pattern. Routine tests have
been negative. Where do we go from
here?
DEAR READER: A tumor, called
pheochromocytoma, can cause the
symptoms your husband is experiencing. In my view, he needs special testing to identify the presence of a
growth that is leading to flushing and
weakness. Ask his doctor to obtain a
urine test that will diagnose this disorder, which is also associated with
inappropriate blood-pressure elevations. Keep me posted about the
results.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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DEAR ABBY: I recently visited
my "Aunt Selma" in North Carolina. I used to consider her a wonderful person until I found out what
she has been up to.
One of Aunt Selma's neighbors
pays her to follow her husband and
a neighbor lady. all call her Nona.)
The wife thinks that Nona and her
husband are having an affair. My
aunt follows them occasionally, and
afterward she calls the man's wife
and lies to her. She makes up things
she thinks the wife wants to hear.
When I asked Aunt Selma why
she does this, she said she isn't
going to give up good money to tell
this woman the truth — that there's
nothing between the husband and
the neighbor!
I used to think Aunt Selma was
a respectable person. Now I see her
as a money-grubber. She constantly
lies to this woman about things her
husband and Nona are doing, when
in fact Nona is in the house alone
watching television.
I have a feeling Aunt Selma is
going to get hurt one day for
making up all those stories about
the husband and her neighbor.
I know the people involved.
Should I tell them what's going on?
STEAMED NIECE
IN THE SOUTH
DEAR STEAMED:I think you
should. It could go a long
way toward healing a troubled
marriage.
When Aunt Selma's vicious
money-making scheme comes to
an end, suggest that she devote
her spare time to taking a creative writing class. With her
imagination, she could earn a
legitimate living writing
romance novels.(Shame on her!)
***

DEAR ABBY: Would you please
put out the word to insensitive
people that just because you reach a
certain age, it doesn't mean you
have to retire? My husband enjoys
his job, but is always hounded
about when he's going to retire.
Because people are 64 or 65 doesn't
mean they have to sit down and do
nothing. I consider it an insult to be
constantly asked when we're going
to stop. It's as if they are saying we
are old.
I know too many people who sit
around waiting to die. Just because
a time was set, years ago, for drawing Social Security, that's no reason
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people have to stop doing what they
enjoy. I don't understand why
people ask such personal questions.
It's a real turn-off. It's as if they're
implying that we haven't wisely
managed our finances, planned
ahead or invested wisely — which
we have. We are active people,
younger than our age in many ways.
Thanks for letting me get this off
my chest. I'd be grateful if you
would print this for the world to see.
OFFr NDED IN VIRGINIA
DEAR OFFENDED: You're
welcome.
Those who assume that folks
in their mid-60s who continue
working do so because it's necessary may be not only barking
up the wrong tree, but also relying on outdated information. In
recognition of the fact that our
population is living longer and
in better health than a generation ago, there are now financial incentives for people to
remain in the workplace until
age 70. Also, it shouldn't be lost
on anyone that people who are
successful in their careers and
enjoy what they are doing are
often unwilling to "hang it up"
simply because they've reached
a "magic number."
When people tell me they are
planning to retire, my first
question is always, "Retire to
what?" It's vital to stay mentally
and physically active — or old
age wi// set in! That's why I
have always considered "retirement" a dirty word.
For everything you need to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send a business-size, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in
Canada to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447.(Postage is included.)
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

Bidding Quiz
You are South, and the bidding has gone:
South West
North East
1 IP
Pass
1
Pass
2•
Pass
2•
Pass

him to three spades places the final
decision exactly where it belongs.
2. Pass. The outlook here is not
nearly as promising as in the previous case, and the smartest thing to
do is to pass. North's bidding indiWhat would you bid now cates that he wants to play the hand
with each of the following four in spades, and there is no reason for
hands?
you to assume that hearts or dia1.•Q8 AK763•AQ952 44 monds would be better as trumps.
2.•10 V AJ854•KQ863 410 A8 In misfit hands, the bidding should
3, 974 V KQJ82•AJ97 4 A
be terminated as quickly as pos4.•J6 V KJ985•AQJ104 AQ sible.
* * *
3. Four spades. Once partner
1. Three spades. There is con- rebids spades, game is extremely
siderable ambiguity attached to likely,and you should not risk North
North's second bid. He is obvi- passing by now bidding only three
ously willing to play the hand spades.High-card point countshould
under game, since two spades is not overly influence how you gauge
not forcing, but at the same time, your prospects. The question is rehis values might range from very ally more a matter ofwhether North
poor to moderately good. Thus, will lose four tricks with spades as
North could have KJ9742 V 82 trumps, and though this is possible,
•KJ4 46 J6, which would offer a it is highly improbable.
very good chance for game, or he
4. Three notrurnp. The same
could have exactly the same hand sentiments apply here also. A rebid
with no high cards in diamonds, of only two notrump would be inviwhich would offer a very poor tational, but notforcing,and a sound
chance for game.
game contract might easily be
It would be unwise to make a missed if partner elected to pass. Of
final judgment at this point — course,North might not accept three
either by passing or by leaping notrump as the final resting place
straightaway to four spades — and might retreat to four spades,
without knowing the actual but that is far from an alarming
strength ofpartner's hand. North prospect. Your 18 high-card points
is in a position tojudge his values and J-6 of spades will surely serve
far better than you, and raising him well.
Tomorrow: Good to the last drop.
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37 Exclamation
38 Cleo's
nemesis
40 Post office
abbr.
41 More elegant
43 Medical
suffix
45 Classified
47 Data
50 To be: Fr.
51 Short sock
53 Compute
57 B-F linkup
58 Volcanic
output
60 —Prompter
61 N.Y. time
62 Successively
63 "Smooth
Operatoe'
singer

1 Actor — —
Cobb
5 Hearty dish
9 Money
person for
short
12 Yes — —
13 Mud
14 — Tin Tin
15 Respiratory
disease
17 Withdraw a
statement
19 —
contendere
21 Hangars
22 In a spoken
manner
26 Kinnear ID
27 Singer John
28 Socialite, for
short
30 Pigpen
33 "Providence'
setting
(abbr )
34 Longed for
12
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Ten years ago
Murray State University, was
Published is a picture of Murray named as the new university omPolice Officer Dean Alexander at a budsman by the MSU Board of Reroadblock at South Ninth and Vine gents.
Army Pfc. Randy R. Beane, son
Streets checking city vehicle stickers. Police will be conducting road- of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beane, was asblocks and routinely checking park- signed to the U.S. Army Strategic
ing lots in the city throughout the Communications Command, Signal
Group, at Fort Richardson, Alaska.
year.
Births reported include a boy to
Gayle Paytes, executive officer
and Mrs. William H. (Bill)
Murray,
was
the
Mr.
of Kenlake Foods,
guest speaker at a meeting of the Maupin Jr., June 3; a girl to Mr. and
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of Mrs. Tommy Hoke, June 4.
Forty years ago
the American Association for ReThe city auto sticker ordinance
tired Persons held at Holiday Inn.
Verlene Ezell is president of the lo- will be enforced, according to Murray Chief of Police Burman Parker.
cal chapter.
May 31 was the last day to purchase
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hoke were
'the sticker at a cost of $5 each withmarried for 50 years June 7.
Births reported include a boy to out a penalty.
David and Sherry Stone, June 4.
Kentucky Gov. Bert Combs
Twenty years ago
spoke at a meeting of the Kentucky
Published is a picture. of Robert
Future Homemakers of America at
Clark standing in his grass waterMurray State University yesterday.
way just after fescue has been
Among
the winners of scholarship
mowed. This structure was comShirley
Elaine Crutcher of
was
pleted in 1975 and is still doing a
Murray College High School.
good job in removing surface water
Fifty years ago
without soil erosion.
Hal Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Marine Pfc. David A. Harrell has
Eugene
D. Shipley of Murray and
completed recruit training at Marine
member
of Murray Training School
Depot,
Parris
Island,
Corps Recruit
Chapter of the Future Homemakers
S.C.
public
Joan Weber, Inez Gibbs, Helen of America, won the state
7 at
contest
held
June
speaking
Spann, Carol Julian and Rhana
makes
Shipley
Hardinsburg.
This
Welch are new officers of the
League of Women Voters of Mur- eligible for the North-Central Region contest to be held later in the
ray and Calloway County.
summer
in Iowa.
Births reported include a boy to
A
feature
story about Miss Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rushing Jr., May
Waters of Murray who is retired af22.
ter 43 years of service as a missionThirty years ago
ary
to China. The story was by Staff
William B. Taylor, a faculty
Writer
Freida Jones.
member in department of physics at
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You are a terrible writer.
Why do you bother us?
We wouldn't buy one of our
stories if you paid us.

Leave us alone.Drop
dead. Get lost.
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Dear Contributor,
We are returning
your stupid story.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. June 8, the
159th day of 2001. There are 206
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 8, A.D. 632, the prophet
Mohammed died.
On this date:
In 1845, Andrew Jackson, seventh president of the United States,
died in Nashville, Tenn.
In 1861, Tennessee seceded from
the Union.
In 1968, authorities announced
the capture in London of James Earl
Ray, the suspected assassin of civil
rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.
In 1978, a jury in Clark County,
Nev., ruled the so-called "Mormon
will," purportedly written by the
late billionaire Howard Hughes,
was a forgery.
In 1982, President Reagan became the first American chief executive to address a joint session of
the British Parliament.
In 1995, U.S. Marines rescued
Capt. Scott O'Grady, whose F16-C
fighter jet had been shot down by
Bosnian Serbs on June 2.
Ten years ago: A victory parade
was held in Washington, D.C., to
honor the veterans of the Persian
Gulf War. Preakness winner Hansel
won the Belmont Stakes.
Five years ago: Declaring racial
hostility was behind recent church
fires in the South, President Clinton
said in his weekly radio address he
would devote whatever resources
were needed to "smother the fires of
hatred." China set off an underground nuclear test blast. Editor's
Note won the Belmont Stakes.
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plant
9 Shatters
10 Conjunctivitis
— eye
11 Picnic pests
16 Lamented
18 Gear tooth
20 Purplish red
22 Aloe —
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24 Football pos
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29 Sooner than
31 Old pronoun
32 Measure
35 Winglike
36 Guides
39 Sack
42 Talbot ID
44 An ocean for
short
46 Fodder
47 Confront
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buts
49 TV's Ward
52 Paving
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54 Large parrot
55 Ancient
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MURRA1
South 641 Water District Annual Water Quality Report
PWSID 00180185
We are very pleased to provide you with this year's Annual Water Quality Report We want to keep you informed about
the quality of our water and services we have delivered to you over the past year. Our goal is and always has been, to provide to you a safe and dependable supply of drinking water. We want you to understand the efforts we make continually
to improve the water treatment process and protect our water resources. We are committed to ensuring the quality of your
water remains at the highest level and the lowest price as we meet the needs of our community.
We purchase our water from the City of Murray, which uses a ground water source and draws from five wells located within the McNairy Formation Aquifer. South 641 Water District routinely monitors for contaminants in your drinking water
according to Federal and State laws. The table enclosed within shows the results of our monitoring for the period of
January 1st to December 31st, 2000.
Sources of drinking water (both tap water and bottled water) include rivers, lakes, streams, ponds, reservoirs, springs,
and wells. As water travels over the surface of the land or through the ground, it dissolves naturally occurring minerals
and, in some cases, radioactive material, and can pick up substances resulting from the presence of animals or human
activity. Contaminants that may be present in source water include microbial contaminants, inorganic contaminants, pesticides and herbicides, organic chemical contaminants, and radioactive contaminants. In order to ensure that tap water is
safe to drink, EPA prescribes regulations that limit the amount of certain contaminants in water provided by public water
systems.
A source water assessment plan is being developed for our water system and may indicate that some agricultural activities could influence our water source. Public meetings and literature are being developed by the PADD office to address
this issue.
If you have any questions about this report or concerning your water utility, please contact Hank Stanfield at(270) 4928857. We want our valued customers to be informed about their water utility. If you want to learn more, please contact us
anytime prior to any of our regularly scheduled board meetings. They are normally held on the fourth Monday afternoon
of each quarter at 4:30 p.m. at the Water District Attorney's office.
Definitions:
In the test results table you will find many terms and abbreviations you might not be familiar with. To help you better
understand these terms we've provided the following definitions:
Below Detection Levels (BDL) - laboratory analysis indicates that the contaminant is not present.
Parts per million (ppm) - one part per million corresponds to one minute in two years or a single penny in $10,000.
Parts per billion (ppb) - one part per billion corresponds to one minute in 2,000 years, or a single penny in $10,000,000.
Action Level (AL) - the concentration of a contaminant which, if exceeded, triggers treatment or other requirements
which a water system must follow.
Nephelmoetric Turbidity Unit(NTU)- a measure of the clarity of water. Turbidity in excess of 5 NTU is just noticeable
to the average person.
Treatment Technique (Ti') - A treatment technique is a required intended to reduce a level of a contaminant in drinking water.
Maximum Contaminant Level - (MCL)is the highest level of a contaminant that is allowed in drinking water. MCLs
are set as close to the MCLG as feasible using the best available treatment technology.
Maximum Contaminant Level Goal -(MCLG)is the level of a contaminant in drinking water below which there is no
known or expected risk to health. MCLGs allow for a margin of safety.
All drinking water, including bottled water, may be reasonably expected to contain at least small amounts of some
contaminates. It is important to remember that the presence of these contaminates does not necessarily pose a
health risk. More information about contaminants and potential health effects can be obtained by calling the
Environmental Protection Agency Safe Drinking Water Hotline at 1-800-426-4791.
As authorized and approved by EPA, the State has reduced monitoring requirements for certain contaminants to less often than once per year because the concentrations of these contaminants are not expected to
vary significantly from year to year. Some of the data in this table, though representative, is more than one
year old.
Lowest
Violation
Likely Source
Allowable Levels
Highest Single
Monthly %
Y/N
Measurements
1. Turbidity
(NTU)
Less than 0.5 NTU 95%
100%
of samples each month
0.30
Soil runoff
REGULATED CONTAMINANT TEST RESULTS
Violation
Likely Source of
Contaminant
MCL
MCLG
Level
Range
Date of
Sample
Contamination
Detected
[code](units)
Barium
110101 (ppm)

2

0.01

0.01

Aug

Discharge of
drilling wastes;
discharge from
metal refineries;
erosion of natural
deposits

2000

('upper
[1022](ppm)

AL.1.3

1.3

0.087
(90th
percentile)

0.0050.120
(0 sites
exceeded
the AL)

Fluoride
110251 (ppm)

4

4

1.21

0.991.21 •

Twice
Monthly

100
80*

0

5.5

2.35.5

1st
quarter
2000

AL=15

0

TTHM
[total
trihalomethanes1
(ppb)

Lead
110301 (ppm)

3.0
(90th
percentile)

2-13
(0 sites
exceeded
the AL)

Corrosion of
household
plumbing systems;
erosion of natural
deposits; leaching
from wood
preservatives

June
1998

N

Erosion of natural
deposits; water
additive which
promotes strong
teeth; discharge
from fertilizer and
aluminum factories

By-product
of drinking water
chlorination
Corrosion of
household plumbing
systems, erosion of
natural deposits

June
1998

UNREGULATED CONTAMINANTS TEST RESULTS
This table contains.test results on unregulated contaminants during the previous five years
Unregulated Contaminants
Bromodichloromethane 129431
Bromobenzene 129931
Chloroform 129411
Dibromochloromethane (Chlorodibromo) 129441

Unit

Average

Range

ppb
ppb
ppb
ppb

8
0.70
6
0.6

8
0.70
6
0.6

Unregulated contaminants are those for which EPA has not established drinking water standards. The purpose of unregulated contaminants monitoring is to assist EPA in determining the occurrence of unregulated
contaminants in drinking water and whether future regulation is warranted.
*The current MCL for total trihalomethanes(TTHM)is 100 ppb but will change to 80 ppb in the year 2001.
Most water systems in Kentucky must test for the contaminants listed below. Some water systems are not
required to conduct all of these tests. Seme tests are not required every year. Only those contaminants that
were detected are included in the test results table. For a complete listing of the tests actually conducted you
may contact the water system office.
Turbidity • Microbiological Contaminants: Total Coliform; Fecal Coliform • Radioactive Contaminants: Beta/photon emitters;
Alpha emitters; Combined radium • Inorganic Contaminants: Antimony; Arsenic; Asbestos; Barium; Beryllium; Cadmium;
Chromium; Copper; Cyanide; Fluoride; Lead; Mercury; Nitrate; Nitrite; Selenium;Thallium • Synthetic Organic Contaminants: 2,4D; 2,4,5-TP (Silvez ); Acrylamide; Alachlor; Atrazine; Benzol Alpyrene(PAH); Carbofuran; Chlordane; Dalopon; Di(2-ethylhexylladipate;
Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate; Dibrochloropropane; Dmoseb; Diquat; Dioxin; Endothall; Endrin; Epichlorohydrin; Ehtylene dibromide:
Glyphosate; Heptachlor; Heptachlor epoxide; Hexachlorobenzene; Hexachlorocyclopentadiene; Lindane; Methoxychlor; Oxamyl Vydate1:
PCB's; Pentachlorophenol; Picloram; Simazine; Toxaphene • Volatile Organic Contaminants: Benzene; Carbon tetrachloride;
Chlorobenzene; o-Dichlorobenzene; p-Dichlorobenzene; 1,2-Dichloroethane; 1,1-Dichloroethylene; cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene; trans-1,2Dichloroethylene; Dichloromethane; 1,2-Dichloropropane; Ethylbenzene; Styrene; Tetrachloroethylene; 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene; 1,1,1Trichloroethane; 1,1,2-Trichloroethane; Trichloroethylene; TTHM (total trihalomethanes); Toluene; Vinyl Chloride; Xylenes •
Unregulated Contaminants: Aldrin; Bromobenzene; Bromodichloremethane; Bromoform; Bromomethane; Butachlor (Machete
Carbaryl; Chloroethane; Chloroform; Dibromochloromethane; Dibromomethane; Dicamba; Dieldrin; m-Dichlorobenzene (1,3-);
Methomyl; Methylchloride (Chloromethane); Metolachlor; Metribuzin 1Sencor); o-Chlorotoluene; p-Chlorotoluene 11,4-); Propachlor
(Ramrod); 1,1-Dichloroethane; 1,1-Dichloropropene; 1,1,1,2-Tetrachloroethane; 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane; 1,2,3-Trichloropropane; 1-3Dichloropropane; 1,3-Dichloropopene; 2,2-Dichloropropane; 3-Hydrozycarbofuran.
Special Precautions: Some people may be more vulnerable to contaminants in drinking water than the general population. Immuno-compromised persons such as person with cancer undergoing chemotherapy, persons who have undergone
organ transplants, people with HIV/AIDS or other Immune system disorders, some elderly, and infants can be particularly at risk from infections. These people should seek advice about drinking water from their health care providers. EPA/CDC
guidelines on appropriate means to lessen the risk of infection by cryptosporidium and other microbiological contaminants
are available form the Safe Drinking Water Hotline (800-426-4791).
Thank you for allowing us to continue providing your family with clean, quality water this year. We at South
641 Water District work diligently to provide top quality water to every tap. Our water operator is highly
trained and certified by the state of Kentucky. We ask that all our customers help us protect our water
resources. Please call our office if you have any questions.
This report is being published in the local newspaper and will not be mailed to customers unless requested. If you would like a copy of this report contact our business office.
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INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Public Works & Utilities will
accept sealed bids on concrete, crushed limestone and chemicals ( bulk sodium hydroxide-50'4 mercury cell grade, chlorine cylinders, sulfur dioxide, bulk liquid alum and
sodium fluoride). Specifications are available at the City Clerk's Office, 207 S. 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. Bids are to
be delivered to the City Clerk's Office until
1:00 p.m. local time on Tuesday, June
20,2001. The Murray City Council reserves
the right to accept the lowest or best bid or
to reject any or all bids.
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Help Wantlid

Jennifer Van Waes
GEAR UP AND SOAR
Proiect Coordinator
WKEC
338 Special Education
Building
Murray. KY 42071

MeV Wanted
NEW physician practice is
seeking to fill the following
positions
RN. receptionist billing/re-inbursement clerk. transcriptionist Please re,,
spond to Box - 1040-N,4
Murray, KY 42071

ATTENTION
WORK FROM HOME
up to
PAINTERS Needed
$25 00-$75 00/hr PT/FT Local painting contractor is
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET recruiting
experienced
(888)248-7125
painters Please call 753YourDestinyls Now.com 6895 and leave message
RECEPTIONIST:
ATTN:METABOLISM
Sales Clerk
BREAKTHROUGH
Full-time position availaLose 30 pounds.
30 day $$ Back
ble Apply in person at
Guarantee
Stone-Lang Company 210
Dramatic Results,
S 12th St Murray
020
020
Proven Effectiveness.
RESTAURANT
Notice
Notice
100 % Natural,
manager needed
Dr Recommended
Sonic Of Murray is now
1-800-628-9399
hiring for shift managers
CHURCH Custodian As- Prior restaurant managesistant Need Part time As- ment experience prefersistant with General clean- red Must be able to work
ing Experiences 5 hours/ 5 days nights
weekends
_CA EVERY
days a week Please apply Pay rate will be dependent
to
on previous management
IOW Fish, Shrimp, Frog Legs, And More!
Custodian
experience Apply in perBut, Don't Forget Our Saturday Night Fish
PO Box 1040-Y
son or send resume to
Buffet with Catfish Fiddlers, Fillets and
Murray, Ky. 42071
Sonic Drive-in 217 S 12th
Lemon-Pepper Fillets!
St Murray. Ky 42071 No
CHURCH
phone calls please
Receptionist/Secretary
LOCATED IN DEXTER COME ON BY!!
Must be proficient in comTel: 270-437-4568
puter use and all office
SECRETARY- Dr. Wm H
Cali for private dining room reservations.
skills. Hours are MondayFuller Center in Mayfield,
Friday 8:30-Noon. Hourly
KY. Duties include typing.
‘.)
wage $7.25. No benefits.
filing, receptionist. procGOLF AT
Send resume to
essing correspondence.
"Receptionist"
HE TENNESSEAN
medical records. etc
P.O Box 1040-Y.
The Tennessean Golf Club has been ranked by Golf
QUALIFICATIONS. H S
Murray, Ky 42071.
Digest (May issue) as the 6th "Best golf course in
graduate or equivalent, efTennessee", in addition to being selected as the 7th
ADMINISTRATIVE
ficient typist, knowledge of
west new affordable public course in America"
Assistant Position:
general office procedures
(January issue). Play this Championship Course for
The West Kentucky Edu- Minimum Salary. $1,128
only $30 (includes cart), every day of the week with
cational Cooperative is per month. Send resume
the purchase of a annual patron card for only $50,
seeking a full time admin- to- Terry Hudspeth,
plus tax. A $19 weekend savings.
istrative assistant for the Associate Director,
Tee time or information call
GEAR UP AND SOAR Western KY Regional
731-642-7271 or toll free
Project, a multi-million dol- MI-1,,MR Board. INC.
lar federal grant program. PO Box 7287,
866-710-GOLF (4653)
1111111111111101
Required Qualifications. Paducah, KY 42002-7287
060
Clerical, communication. Open until filled. EOE
Help Wanted
bookkeeping and computer skills, high school edu- SIRLOIN stockade is lookTHE Department of Devel- cation or equivalent. Col- ing for a night/ daytime
opment and Alumni Affairs lege experience or other dishwasher, daytime salad
at Murray State Universi- training relevant to the po- bar attendant. Apply in
ty in Murray Kentucky has
sition preferred Send re- person at Hwy 641 S Beithe Following positions sume and three references
Air Ctr, Murray. Ky.
open:
by June 15, 2001 to:
Security disabledSOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
Get a Dish Network
get you approved,
can
We
Murray
of
SONIC
Drive-In
OFFICER - 2 POSITIONS
Satellite System FREE! Position reports to the Di- is now taking applications No fee unless you win'
crew members for all Personal representation by
Installed FREE!
rector of Development. fro
shifts
No phone calls retired Social Security exQualifications: Bachelor's
Requirements are
please.
Apply
in person at ecutives and associates
degree with three years
experience as a develop- Sonic Drive-in 217 S 12th You win with us'
easy, just take
1-800-782-0059
ment officer with a proven St Murray
$21.99 a month for track
record of success in
1 year and a valid fundraising. University
experience
Residential
as
positions
Part-time
debit or credit card fundraising
preferred_ Responsibilicommunity-based
for
available
Providers
ties: Assignment to specifCall Beasley's
residential program for developmentally
ic academic units to build
Antenna & Satellite upon the results of a sucdisabled adults. Our company offers varicessful capital campaign
at 759-0901
ous shifts. opportunity for advancement,
with special emphasis on
for more
excellent benefits including paid training.
the enhancement and creinformation.
ation of endowments; the
401(k), medical/dental insurance, paid holidentification, cultivation•
idays. vacations, and sick leave. The startand solicitation of major
ilex
y
gift prospects; and serving
ing wage is $7.00 per hour. Please_ apply at
as an integral team memaiirrehelcity
Community Alternatives of Kentucky. 6145
ber in the overall developSymsonia Highway. Symsonia KY 42082.
ment operation_
E0E/M/F/DN
To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, addresses and phone numbers of three references
CARPENTRY INSTRUCTOR
to: Development Officer
Search Committee, Murray
NEEDED
State University, 106 Development and Alumni AfFull-time position available for Fall 20111
fairs Center. Murray, KY
West Kentucky Technical College
42071.
Love, Rachel,
Paducah. KY. Applicants must have a
Application Deadline:
Bachelor's degree and two years of related
June 29. 2001
Logan, Jake &
work experience ORi high school diploma or
COORDINATOR OF
Dean
equivalent with a minimum of six years if
TELEMARKETING/
ANNUAL FUND
related work experience.
Position reports to Associate Director for Annual
Please contact Deana Bur-keen
Lost and Found
Giving
Qualifications:
4991 for an application. Submit letter of
interest, application, official transcript and
LOST: FRIDAY 6-1 Smal Bachelor's degree with at
least one-year experience
three references to: Human Resources. West
Rat terrier at the Westside in university advancement,
Kentucky Technical College. and P0. Box
Vet. hospital Black/white. telemarketing in a universishort haired. No collar. 9 ty setting or other telemar7408, Paducah, KY 42002-740S. Application
yrs. old. 492-8523.
keting experience. Profideadline is June 14. Applicants will be notified if selected for an interview. WKTC is an
LOST: Gold dangling ear- ciency in MS Office Suite,
interpersonal comequal opportunity employer and education
ring with attached pearl vi- strong
munication (written and
institution.
cinity of First Baptist verbal) and organizational
Church and CVS Pharma- skills required Preference
cy reward offered.
to applicants with managerial experience and experi753-4828
ence directing volunteers.
060
KFC Murray - Mayfield - Calvert
Responsibilities: DesignHelp Wanted
ing strategies to increase
Join The Team
annual giving and donor
DRIVER TRAINEES
participation through teleWe arc seeking qualified super\ isor\ and
marketing, direct mail, and
NEEDED NOW,
Need a great career? special events, initiating inmanagement candidates. We have immeWerner needs entry- level novative prospect segdiate openings in the above markets
truck drivers No experi- mentation and appeals:
managing,
coordinatina,
ence necessary Earn and supervising
*Starting salary $25K-$35K
telephone
$600 to $900 per week and direct mail solicitations
4.401K with 25(7c match
plus benefits NO CDL? for the University ReNO PROBLEM, CDL train quires evening hour re*Cafeteria plan
mg is now available in your sponsibilities
*Blue Cross Blue Shield insurance
area 800-242-7364
To Apply: Send letter of
resume,
adapplication,
MEDICAL
oBonus compensation
dresses and phone numOFFICE POSITION
three references
of
bers
*Vision care
Full time position open for to. Coordinator Search
Medical Secretary/ recep- Committee. Murray State
•Paid vacations
tionist Medical experience University, 106 Develop*Prescription drug care
preferred but not required ment and Alumni Affairs
*Dental insurance
We are looking for some- Center, Murray, KY 42071.
one with good typing skills Application Deadline:
Send resume to:
and eager to learn Bene- June 29, 2001
fits are available and sal- Women and minorities are
Debbie Hoadley, KFC illiliq
ary is commiserate with encouraged to apply MurKFC
202 West Fairview
experience Please send ray State is an equal edu42038
KY
employment
Eddyville,
and
cation
references
to
resume with
PO Box 1040-S Murray, opportunity. M/F/D. AA
e-mail: teamkfc2001@ yahoo.com
employer
KY 42071

I

HAS NEWFRSIEDAFYONIDGHBTU!F ET
The Shed Cafe

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FlaPPY
20th

Nick McLeod
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100
Nip Waded

& Calms

lieektide

Computers

KELLER5
SPRING CLEANING
-OUR BUSINESS
INDEPENDENT
Study
PLACE.
COMPUTER
Cabinets closets
NEEDS HELPI••
Coordinator, Continuing
New computers $399
garages
EducationEarn What You Are Worth!
Distance
Upgrades & Repairs
References
Learning/ Telecommunica1 888 557 5736
Internet Service
Linda 753-3802
tions, Murray State Univerww frommoiningroom corn
On 121S
sity Position to began July
HOME WORKERS
436-5933.
1, 2001
Qualifications:
WILL DO GENERAL
Needed
Master s degree required
9a m -7p m
HOUSE CLEANING
$635 weekly processing
as well as experience in
Mon-Sat
Call Linda 759-9553
counseling and advising
mail Easy, No experience
Visa/ Mastercard
large
WOULD
like
to
clean
students in a collegiate edneeded
MACINTOSH Powerbook
ucational environment Ex- homes Experience
Call 1-888-517-2362
145, Mac 05 -7. Microsoft
cellent communication
759-0870
Ext 4605 24hrs
skills and competency in
Word 4 MB RAM in exMicrosoft Office software
cellent shape runs well
060
Knowledge of Blackboard
$40 753-5778
software preferred ReHelp Waded
MDM COMPUTERS
sponsibilities: Coordinate
A+ Certified Technician
correspondence studies
On site service
program including market759.3556
ing. working with faculty to
MEMORY chip for sale 32
develop and1 or revise
courses, monitor student
MB RAM chip, made for
progress and maintain all
an iMac, but will fit in any
course records/ materials
machine that accepts a
Coordinate the Bachelor of
168-pin SO-DIMM chip
Independent Studies pro$35 753-5778
gram, serve as advisor to
STILL having problems
students and maintain reSalary position, night & weekends,
cords Serve as liaison bewith your computer? If
benefit package. Interested parties
tween students and faculty
your Apple computer is
advisors, coordinate BIS
call 759-9205 or 841-7146
should
giving you fits, give me a
101 and BIS 301 semicall- The MacDocl I can
nars Develop Capstone
Ask for David or Adrian
help with software and
option to the BIS and acE.O.E
hardware problems. and
tively promote the program
throughout the Murray
get you on the tnternet, if
State University service
you are not Call 753area Assist the Dean of
5778
Continuing
the Center for
Education with special
166
18 Wheels In 15 Days
protects as it relates to the
Appliances
independent study pro5600-S800 Weekly 1st Year
gram Application DeadNo Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
line: June 22. 2001 To
No Employment Contracts
Large Selection
Apply: Submit letter of application. resume copies
260 Immediate Openings
of Canscripts and names
addresses and phone
Want Big Bucks S55
numbers of three referenDrive Big Trucks!!!
Ward-Elkins
ces to Continuing Educa5300
Bonus Upon Completion
On the Square
tion- Distance Learning,'
753-1713
Telecommunications
800-398-9908
NOW!!!
Search Committee. Murray
State University. 303
Sparks Hall. Murray. KY
42071-3312 Women and
UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
minorities are encouraged
SUPERINTENDENT
((AS Tilt 1105.
to apply Murray State University is an equal educaH&G Construction Company is seeking to hire
060
tion and employment opUnderground Utilities Superintendent. The
an
portunity. MFD, AA emHelp Wanted
individual applying for this position must have
ployer
the following qualities: Extensive experience in
gravity sewer construction. Leadership skills and
ability to manage. plan. delegate, and track up to
18 employees. Must he knowledgeable of Ilea ..
equipment.

,4116.. NOW HIRING-1

D/17-ga

V/41.4f

Assistant
Manager Trainee

HIRING IN THE SPOT!!!

USED
APPLIANCES

CALL

Purchase District
Health Department

HELP WANTED
SENIOR SUPPORT SERVICES ASSOCIATE
The Purchase District Health Department is seeking
applicants to fill a full-time position as a Senio!
Support Services.Associate at the Calloway Count,.
Health Center in Murray, KY to perform duties
which include: data entry, clerical, receptionist, and
medical records. Starting salary. is $7.90 per hour or
s591.50 bi-weeklv.
Education and Experience: High School Diploma
or GEL). basic know ledge of grammar. punctuation
and simple mathematics, and at least one year Of
experience in office management. administrative
,, us ties. or moderately difficult clerical expert'ice
ty ping. use of the keyboard. or computer
..ntry Additional education (college. vocational
school. etc may substitute for the required experience in a year for year 'basis.
Excellent fringe package. Increase in salary during
tirst year of employment. Applications may be
picked up at any Purchase District Health Center.
Pre-employment screening required. Resumes do
not substitute for applications. Copies of diplomas
and/or GED MUST be submitted with applications
to the Purchase District Health Department by.
Midnight June 18. 2001.

Want to Buy

Firewood

Apartments For Rent

For

Rent

Acme.

°Ross*

H&G Construction offers a competitive salary
and benefit package. If you meet these requirements and are ready to take on a leadership role
that is challenging and rewarding. please send
your resume to P.O. Box 8409. Paducah, KY
42002-8409. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
EOE

• We pay cash
Old toys antiques,
collectibles 270-759-3456

WOOD for sale, green and
ior seasoned Del or pickup $35 00 per
rick
(270)759-2381

4BR 2 bath on 5 acres
with pond Almo area 15
minutes to MSU $625/mo
$500 deposit Nights &
ANTIQUES
weekends 270-537-8526
Old toys, advertising
Musical
C/H/A
HAZEL
3br
items, antique furniture
2BR Duplex at 1707 $400/mo +deposit + lease
and primitives.
HAMMOND Organ needs Ridgewood $375/month
492-8526
We buy 1 or all!
work and antique walnut
753-9113
NICE 2br in Hazel
Call 753-3633 ask
piano 753-4573
2BR duplex Central/H/A
492-8526
for Larry.
MCSPADDEN Mountain appliances
BUYING standing timber
Dulcimer Originally $350 Coleman RE 759-4118
Large and small tracts
Rent*
2BR 2 bath duplex, gaAsking $150 759-4085
Office 436-5700
rage Central, no pets
Donald 753-2533
Coleman RE 759-4118
Billy 436-5727
Names For We
2BR, Near MSU New carFLEA Market
14X74 1992 Spiral Mobile pet, paint & wallpaper
We buy, sell trade
Dale Earnhart collectibles, Home 3br, 2 bath, all C/H/A $300 Also 2br,
All Sizes Available
truck & gooseneck maler, electric Nice 1 owner $250 Coleman RE
759-4118
$11,500 753-6635
etc 489-2041
2BR, new townhouse, cen16X80 trailer 3br. 2 bath, tral, garage, 3
story
FROST free refrigerator,
with or without 2 acres &
Coleman RE 759-4118
CREEKVIEW STORAGEstove, gas heater, electric
30x40 shop. 759-8670
2BR. brick duplex. 3 miles $20-540 On Center Drive
heaters, good used carpet1996 Dutch 28x48 double- east
on
Hwy
280.
Behind Tom's Grille
ing, storm windows 753wide 3br, 2 bath, large Stove/refrigerator/water
759-4081
4109
kitchen Must be moved
furnished $300/mo +
270-492-8755
deposit. Call 753-1513
150
'92 Fleetwood 3br., 2 bath 2BR., 2 bath with deck and
Articles
vinyl siding, shingle roof. garage $600 per month
For Sale
Must sell $15,500 270- and deposit. Call 270-759335-3258
CRAFTSMAN
10" com3183. leave message.
pound miter saw, $100;
2BR., garbage, water. DeBostitch 1 1/2 hp compresposit & lease required.
119 Main • 753-6266
sor, $150; Milwakee heavy
$265/mo.
753-8355
duty Sawxall, $35; 7 1/4
NORTHWOOD
storage
2BR., townhouse. Brick.
Skilsaw circular saw, $15.
presently has units availa2BR Clean Mobile Homes C/H/A, all appliances.
Call 753-3903 after 500
ble. 753-2905 or 753n small quiet park Cal Clean, nice. Northwood
Pm.
7536.
492-8488
Dr. 1yr lease. No pets.
OVER 2,000 VHS movies
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
753-3153
NICE 2br. 2 full bath mofor sale_ Starting at $2.00
•Inside climate control
7537900.
bile home. 4 miles from
each. 753-7670
storage
2BR.,
very
nice
furnished
Murray. (731)782-3221.
•Security alarmed
160
apt. C/H/A, available now.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
•Safe & clean
Home Furnishings
Coleman RE 759-4118
No pets. 753-9866.
•We sell boxes'
ON private lot, Linzy
4br, Diuguid Drive. Cole•We rent U-Hauls
BEDDING and all furniture
Beane resident
man RE 759-4118.
753-9600
on sale' Carraway Fume
436-2582
603 1/2 Vine Street, Apartture. 105 N. 3rd.
ment A $125/ month plus
753-1502.
deposit. Water & trash
HIDE-A-BED couch, chair,
pickup included. 435-4035.
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
tables, chest freezer, bed
All Size Units
APARTMENTS for rent
w/12 drawers, metal lawn
Available
Close to campus 7531.2 acre $100 mo 753
chairs, remodeling items.
5980 or 753-1203 after
6012
492-8594
5pm
RELIANCE lift chair Never LOT for rent 492-8488
BRADLEY
Apts.
Has
used
Hunter
green_
openings: 3br. 1 bath. ApLOT For Rent 753-9866
$1,186 new, asking $700.
prox. 1,000sq. ft. Located
For Sale Or Leese
7•"31e.247-5215
on campus behind Bradley
Book Company. New car180
HIGHWAY 641 North180
pet. C/H/A. $400/ month. University Square, heavy
Lawn & Garden
Lawn & Garden
Also available, 1br with traffic, ample parking. up
new carpet. $250/ month. to 4,000 sq ft Available in
759-4696 or 435-4632.
30 days.
DUPLEX- 2br, 1 bath, 753-1492 Century 21
DAYLILIES ARE
Central H/A, washer & Loretta
BLOOMING EVERYWHERE!
Dryer, fenced backyard.
$420./mo. 753-2571 Days
arites
Ask for Jonathan
Pets & Supplies
re Special: Yellow $1.00 Each
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
tur-f? 3 for $1.00• Hosta: $4.00
BALL Python and cage
townhouse appliances fur753-8233
nished. W/D, central gas
heat/ air. 1yr. lease. 1
CHESAPEAKE Bay Re„;coint.c.wi, aria follow stars
month deposit. No pets
triever pups for sale. AKC
June hours: rues-Sat. 9-5 or l7ty arp:. t4i
753-2905.
championship blood lines.
t2ttq-,,
t elganIerstajurto.corn
FOR rent: 2br duplex, car- $500. 502-266-6335.
DOG Obedience
port, outside storage, apMaster Trainer
pliances furnished EcoFARM All Cub w ,14ft. belly
436-2858
nomic heat pump system
300
mower_ Gbod condition.
No pets. deposit required.
Business Rentals
51500.0E10 474-8022.
Call 753-3778 or 527-5540
FORREST View Apart7 stall shop on S 4th St
Livestock & Supplies
ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
Heavy Equipment
$650. a month. 753-4389
now accepting applications
or 753-5960
12 year old red roan Quar
for 2br townhouses, basic
CHEVY C60 dump truck
ter horse gelding. Excel
COMMERCIAL
building rent $315/ month_ Office
$3.500 437-4030
lent trail horse. $650.00
406 South 12th Street Se- Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
SALE or trade
(270)759-2381.
rious inquires only Call 753-1970_ Equal Housing
310 Case Dozer, angle
270-753-3966
BROWN 18ft horse trailer
Opportunity.
blade full rops Excellent
COMMERCIAL
building GREAT 2br el bath duwtih living quarters. Call
condition $9.500
50x100, air
condition plexes/townhouses
767-9632 after 4
in
436-2388
showroom. 1 mile south of Northwood or Cambridge.
060
Murray on 641. $1000. a Lawncare & appliances
month. 753-4389 or 753- furnished.. No pets. 270Help Wanted
Livestock & Supplies
5960.
527-7199 or 753-2062.
COMMERCIAL
building NICE 2br duplex w/carCLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
60x100, 1 mile South of port 1821 Ridgewood Dr.
hay square bales,
Murray on 641. $1.100 a 753-7457
753-5719
559-1761
month. 753-4389 or 753- NICE 2br., 2 bath duplex.
HORSE-BREAKING, train5960
With stove, refrigerator.
ing and riding lessons
microwave, W/D. Lawn
Have references
Your
maintenance included. No
farm or ours yankcowpets $475/mo. Plus serciVarious size units
girl@msn.com.731-644ty deposit. 753-9240
Walnut Plaza
2261 call after 9pm
NICE 2br.. duplex with
104 N. 5th
stove, refrigerator, W/D
Lawn maintenance includ753-9621
ed $450/mo +security deReal Estate
posit. 753-9240
RED OAKS APTS.
HALEY Professional
Special
Appraising
$100 Deposit
1 OR 2br apts, near down270-759-4218
1BR From S280
own Murray starting at
"For What It's Worth'
2BR From $325
$200/mo. 753-4109.
Call Today!
1 room efficiency, sepaLake Property
753-8668.
rate kitchen & bath, some
Southside Manor Apts
utility paid $200 No pets
2BR. cabin on lake. Deed
1, 2 & 3br apts
767-9037
ed
manna
access.
Section 8 housing
1&2 bedroom Apts
$35,000. 270-354-6422.
753-8221
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
EHO
902 Northwood Dr
440
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
Monday,
Lots For Sale
duplex
w/garage
ApplianWednesday. Friday.
w/
ces
furnished
Phone 759-4984
2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
washer/dryer. 1yr lease, 1
Equal Housing
North, Murray 753-1967
month
deposit
No
pets
Opportunity
3 lots
1-2. 3br apts furnished, 753-2905
12x50 bid water. septic 1
near MSU 753-1252 or
block from boat ramp
753-0606
$15,500 753-5945 4361811 Ridgewood Dr
6320
Extra nice 2br duplex
APPDX 70 acres, excelLarge bath, C/H/A. lease/ 'LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home. Share
lent development potential
deposit No pets $425
large living room, kitchen,
between 2 subdivision,
753-0814 or 767-9748
south of Wrather Road
1BR apt available all ap- & bath, wild, walk to Hospiand North Villa $3,250 per
pliances furnished Mur- tal or down town industry
acres 753-4389 or 753of
plus
deposit
$190.
Cal Realty 753-4444
5960
1BR Apt stove, refrigera- $125./ 70 Channel Cable
BEAUTIFUL wooded halftor, DAN W/D. Clean, no & Utilities included accept
References
acre building lots at Kenpets 270-753-9841 or for phone
753-9211.
tucky Lake Deeded mari270-436-5496
na access City water and
1BR duplex, 1 block from
county roads Additional
campus $250 , utilities
acreage available $9500
separate 1650 Ryan Ave.
270-354-6422
753-2649.
LOTS for sale Starling at
1BR. 1 bath apt in town, 3BR 1 bath
$11,000 Price includes
furnished $180 a month.
-0
041i°
equired
water, septic & driveway
No pets. 759-1519.
pets
,
-1519
No
Also land home packages
1BR, like new, appliances
270-437-4838
4BR 2 ba 1538 Martin
Coleman RE 759-4118.
RARE and unique home
3BR, 1 bath Walking dis- Chapel Rd $600/mo $600
site opportunity below
deposit Contact 903-595tance to MSU Available
cost 759-4959
0849 for information
now' 759-5885

641 Storage
753-5585

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

753-3853

BETHEL GARDENS

/.
771,

HIGHWAY FOREMAN

ii&G Construction Company is seeking to hire a
Highway construction foreman. The individual
applying for this position will he responsible for
:issisting the Superintendent in managing earthwork and pipe crews of up to 16 employees and
pieces•of equipment. The indixidual must also
have a working knowledge of grades, slope
stakes. eye levels. blue-tops. pipe lasers, lexcl.
and transits. This is not 4n entry-level Nsmon
and only' individuals with proven qualifications
will be considered. This position offers a competitive salary, benefit package and company
s. chicle. In order to be considered for this position you must submit your resume with references to P.O. Box 8409 Paducah. KY 42002, No
Phi +lie C.111,Accepted EOF

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

COORDINATOR OF ATHLETIC MARKETING &
SPORTS PROGRAMMING
.Tannient ot Intercollegiate Athletics. Murray State Universit \CAA Division
tito Valley Conference. Full-time. 12 month position to begin July I, 2001.
Qiialifications, Requirements for this position include a bachelor's degree: fixe y;ears
t experience in the sports industry: expenence in production or sales of TV/radio
..enisements. use years of experience in dealing with high school athletics departtits in Western Kentucky. Southern Illinois, West Tennessee. and Southeast
-,ouri. strong ties to the Paducah/McCracken county area and the MSU service
Ability to work well with students. faculty. community, and media is required
Demonstrated understanding of and strong commitment to cultural diversity required
as well as good communication skills, strong leadership skills, and organizational
skills. Responsibilities: Develop and sell advertising/marketing packages tr.) surrounding companies, assist UPN 24 in production of news and sports programming.
production of coaches shows, assist in the development of athletic alumni relations.
asxist with the Racer Sports Network and other media related programming
Application Deadline: June 15. 2001. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume.
and the names and phone numbers of three references to: E.W. Dennison. Director ot
Athletics. Murray State University:. 217 Stewart Stadium. Murray. KY 42071
\koinen/rninonties encouraged to apply. EOE. M/F/D. AA employer.
411.

DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
AmeriSoucre. a Fortune 200 healthcare company serving the needs of
hospitals and independent and chain pharmacies within a 250 mile
radius of Paducah -- and recognized as one of the top 100 companies in
America in Return on Committed Capital(ROCC)-- has an outstanding
opportunity for a confident and dedicated individual who would serve as
our Distribution Manager.
The challenge requires exceptional communication. Organizational.
problem solving, and people skills. The ideal candidate will possess at
least five years experience in supervision and/or management. the ability to work well under pressure. and working knowledge of distribution
logistics. financia1s, and warehouse operations. A four-year degree will
he a plus. If you are a self-motivated and hard-working individual, your
talent and hard work will be well rewarded here.
Some of those rewards include an attractive benefit package including
Medical. Dental, Vision. Company paid life insurance, short term and
long term disability, attractive 401(k) plan with company match, and a
company paid pension plan.
Interested applicants should send their resume to AmeriSource
Corporation. c/o Tessie Wright, 322 N. 3rd Street, Paducah, KY 42001.
or email to twright@amerisouice.com. Resumes must be postmarked no
later than June IS. 2001.

A
r. AmeriSource

1BR
Unfurnished $1951mo
Furnished $225/mo
Low utilities References
required No pets
753-3949

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for

Circulation Department.
Must be able to work early hours.
Excellent benefits for full time
employees include health and
dental, paid holidays,
paid vacations and sick days.
Apply in person after 10 a.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

PHOTOGRAPHER/
REPORTER

needed for 6-day-week newspaper in Western Kentucky.
Candidate should have degree,
basic reporting skills, experience in digital photography,
Photoshop,
QuarkXPress,
Illustrator, ad retrieval. Mac
computers and layout/design.
Send samples of work and
resume to:
Editor, Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071-1040.

Office Space

10 76-ACRES
8mi S
Murray on 121, turn right
on Shoemaker then right
on Yarborough Spring-fed
creek runs through it Very
private
$15,000 753
6980
26 6 wooded acres, road
frontage, building site,
great terms $19,950 with
10°. down $300 per
month (270)753-9302
460
Homes For Sde
1991 Mitsubishi Montero
RS, V6, 3 liter, loaded,
new Michelin tires. struts &
CD player, 119 K miles.
(270)759-2075
$6,800
OBO.
2 Houses
1 large duplex
(Good rental)
1 single (2br.. 1 bath)
Both near downtown
753-6429 No realtors
2-3 Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
with land Wonderful kitchen, beautiful hardwood
floors
Kirksey
area
$68,500 435-4180
3BR house and land Call
436-5064
3BR.. 2 bath brick house
with large living room and
kitchen 26x26 garage with
18 acres, only 2 miles from
town Must see 759-3366
leave message.
5 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath,
plus extra Apartment.
Brick home for free You
do need good credit and a
good lob. 753-9211.
514 Whitnell
3br, Over 1600sqft.
Priced to sell'
759-8918.
603 Vine Street
2br
house, plus 2- 1br apartments $50,000 OBO
435-4035
BRICK house and 35
acres, 5405 Shoemaker
Rd, Murray_ 3br., and 2
baths. 1537 sqft of living
area Large block addition,
new electric heat pump
and central. air. Family
room with brick fireplace
$110,000. 270-759-2145.
CHARMING 3 bedroom &
guest -House on country
lane. 5 minutes from
downtown.
1.5
acres
w/pond & barn $87,000
753-2570
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath. red brick, double lot,
town edge. Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing. Call
753-4109.
FOR sale /rent 3br., 2
bath. brick. C/H/A, fenced
back yard, near university.
759-9246
FOR Sale by Owner
3br, 2 bath, large closets,
eat in kitchen, built in
1998, 2009 sq. ft. including
2 car garage. 767-9369
leave message
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper,
but everything new and
ready to move into. 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room.
$39,900.
435-4632 or 559-8510.
HOUSE FOR SALE
BY OWNER
2br, 1 bath on 1 acre lot
With 2 outbuildings North
of Murray $52,000
270-759-9473
NO REALTORS
HOUSE for sale by owner.
2 bedroom, 1 bath, living
room, large kitchen & dining area. Carpeting and
closets, closed in back
porch. Stove & refrigerator, central air and heat,
attached garage car port,
and work shop, large lot,
good location on ninth
street. 753-5088 leave
message.
SOUTH Hazel, Tennessee. 3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, on
3.75 acres. 492-8526.

470
Motorcycles & ATV's
1995 Savage 650 Red &
matching helmet
New
bags & windshield Very
sharp $3000 Call 5191923 leave message
1997 Honda Shadow Spirit
(1100) Yellow & black,
windshield, crash bar, drag
pipes. saddle bags & sissy
bar bag. 6,800 miles Perfect condition
$6,000.
(270)328-8761.
leave
message.
1997 Yamaha Kodiak Excellent condition winch.
(270)759-1519
YAMAHA 350 on/off road.
Adult ridden Garage kept,
low mileage Very nice.
$2,000 436-5362 or 4365437
480
Auto Parts
FOR Sale Complete 9"
ord rear end assemblies
Includes axles & 3rd member set up for 4 link suspension Call 759-0100
Days or 759-4600 nights

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE
3186 Murray
Paris Rd.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
1995 Honda van
$11,500, horses,
saddles, crushed ice
machine $1 .500,
showcase $600,
green leather sofa
$1,000, misc items
753-0266

GARAGE SALE
(2 Family)
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
205 Beasley Rd.
(Pirates Cove area)
Riding & push lawn
mower, tool chest for
truck, large beige
chair, racing bike
lots of children &
adult
clothing.
household & much
more.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday 7 a.m.-?
121 South to New Mt. Carmel Church
Follow Signs
Little Tikes work bench, swing, Tonka farm

set, combo pool table hockey, ping pong,
Sears vacuum mulcher/blower, girl's baby
clothes 0-18 mo., crib bedding, baby toys,
girl's shoes, men's hunting clothes, boy's
clothes 5-6, odds & ends too.

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

Sat., June 9
1203 Poplar St.
9 a.m.
Electronics,
household goods,
furniture, gardening items, etc.
Come see this
sale!

June 8th & 9th
1410 Dudley Dr.
Nice ladies &
teens clothes,
books, coffee
table, rugs,
pictures, lots of
decorating items.
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YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Friday Noon - 5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - Noon
Sunday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
1506 Henry Street
Coffee, end & island tables, stools, books,
clothes, dishes, Barbies, bikes, Home
Interior, Tupperware, Beanies, crafts, seasonal, linens. Physically impaired? Have 2
electric wheelchairs/scooters.

86
Cambridge Dr.
Sat., June 9
8 a.m.-?

823 South 4th

COMMUNITY WIDE!!
Panorama Shores
June 8 & 9
Come join the fun and take home

treasures!!!
Refreshments will be available Saturday
Take 94E - turn right on Hwy. 280 - go
approx. 7.5 miles. See you there!!!

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

(3 Party)

2205 Carol Dr.
6-8-01 and
6-9-01
7:00 a.m. til ?
Household and
decoys - goose &
duck

1001 Payne St.
Sat., June 9
6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Desk w/hutch, love
seat, vanity, lots of
girls clothes all
sizes, and other
misc. stuff!

907 Coles
Campground Rd.
Fri. 7:00-5:00
Sat. 7:00-12:00
Rawl or Shine

YARD SALE
1903 Westwood Dr.

Console color t v.,
wood stove, plus size
clothes, countertop
micro , file cabinet &
other bus, items, lots
of misc. items.

MOVING
SALE!

Fri. & Sat.
June 8 & 9
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Huge Multi-Family
Sale
Furniture, clothes
and household
items. Baby items.

Saturday Only
Corner of College
Farm Rd. & Kentucky
Ave
Sat., June 9
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Men's
microwave stand, coucr
recliner, bed (queesize), end & coffee tab,t,
cookware, office des.
lamp. dishes

MOVING
SALE

MOVING
SALE

Saturday
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
702 Riley Ct.
Furniture, clothes,
lots of household
items, odds &
ends of all kinds.

58 Metcalf Ln.
Almo
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon
Girl's clothes,
household items,
toys.

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

Sat. & Sun
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Lots of good stuff
not been picked
through. CD's,
tapes, movies, game
gear, knives (over
200), knick knacks
clothes, tools

Pete's
Yard/Garage
Sale
94E & Post Oak Rd.
Saturday
8:00 a.m. -?
Furniture, tools,
fishing equip.,
glassware, some
clothes. Something
for all. Come see!

MEM.

YARD SALE
1504
Canterbury Dr.
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Maunce's men's &
women's clothes &
shoes, and other
name brand children
clothes

YARD SALE
1641 Miller
Fri. & Sat.
Christmas items, tv.
table, queen bed,
dressers, sleeper sofa,
wingback chairs, blankets & sheets & pillows.
space heater, fans,
kitchenware, cappacino
maker, clothes & costumes Jewelry, books.

YARD SALE
51 Aster Dr.
121 South
Lynnwood Estates
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon
Baby items, infant
girl clothes. men &
women's clothes,
furniture, lamps,
household items.

GARAGE SALE

HUGE
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
June 8th & 9th
2642 Almo Shiloh
Rd., Hwy. 464, 4
miles east of
Almo at mile
marker 16

MOVING
SALE

YARD
SALE

MOVING
SALE

Saturday

Sat., June 9
641 N. to 1824 Radio Rd. - 3rd
house on left
past Corner
Pocket.
House items,
clothes & more.

Fri., June 8th

Cross Street

June 9th

Meadow Ln.

7 a.m.-Noon

Saturday

1806

7 a.m. til 2 p.m.

Greenbriar

YARD SALE

Saturday
8 a.m. - ?
Turn right on 1346
at Dexter, 4th
house on left.
Baseball cletes. sunflower comforter, CB
radio, baby mattress, lots of stuff priced cheap! Frost
free ref.

94W, 1/4 mile past
Lynn Grove Store.
Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Kids clothes, adult
clothes. Plus size.
toys, collectibles,
knick knacks, name
brand clothing &
much more.

0esus

10,1411

Fri.. Sat. & Sun.
7 a.m. - ?

It's easy with an ad in the classifieds.
Call 753-1916

Household

Murray Ledger & Times

and Antiques

LT

YARD SALE
820 B
Southwood
Dr.
Sat., June 9
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Clothing,
camp gear,
etc.

Coldwater
Methodist
Church
Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Bake sale.
Something for
everybody.

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

420 Candlelite
Dr. - Almo, KY
Sat., June 9
7 a.m.-3 p.m.

1505 Tabard Dr.
Sat.. June 9th
7 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Size 14 women's.
size 16 women's,

91 Chrysler 5th
Avenue. Junior size
girls clothes, stuff.
Rain or Shine

size L and XL
men's, size 8-1/2
shoes women's,
household items.

1621
Sunset Dr.
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon

8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat.. June 9th
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
573 Almo Rd.
Rain or Shine

Homes For Safe

Price Reduced - $66,000

[

Sport Utility Vehicles
123

1997 Ford Explorer XLT
Loaded 2WD $10,900
731-479-7002

port Utility Vehicles
[Ril

Quiet setting, minutes from Murray. Well kept

home, 2 BR, w/pool, deck, large kitchen, unfinished upstairs, central heat/air, including
appliances. Appraised at $75,000 in 1998
Leave Message 753-4260

1999 Ford Explorer, white
eather. S17,600 Call 270
534-0183
98 Ford Explorer XLT
smoky blue, 4x4, $9,750
247-8382

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing ,r C'mstokr liV6p. kii•72i7S4
'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
PRESSURE CLEANING
'
'WATER PROOFING

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
•FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
'MULTISPEC COATINGS

FOR SALE

1306 Doran Road
Beautiful home, brick with new
vinyl siding, on 1-1/2 lots
(150x225), 2,874 square feet,
raised tile patio, 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, great for entertaining,
9 closets - great storage!
$152,500
Call 753-8123 For Appt.
For Sale By Owner

for houses,
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSIRIRN

1-800-909-9064

c)713
7-17s2ksss7
r3777

1
'

=Moving=

Used Cats
88 Honda Civic 5-speed.
loaded.
good
MPG
$1500 00 Call after 6pm
759-4513.
'96 Nissan Sentra GLE
Pwr windows, locks. mirrors, AM/FM/CD, sunroof.
keyless entry. A/C, 4dr,,
5sp black, 89,xxx miles
Priced wholesale $5500
Days 753-8240 evenings
and weekends 759-1383
MOVING soon
Lesabre.
1987 Buick
56.000 actual miles, 84
GMC 58,000 miles. 74
LTD 68.000 miles 212
Southwest Dr 7537523
RETIREMENT Sale
PRICES REDUCED,
All vehicles in excellent
condition and have new or
good tires
1989 Jayco Motor Home
Designer 26Ft. 44K mile
$18.900
1994 Concours Cadillac
loaded plus sun-roof & car
phone, 139K miles $9,400
1994 Chevrolet Lumina
Van 6 passenger. 94K
miles $5,300
Phone 270-759-1012.

Roofing
Metal
barns & sheds. Metal
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cross Country Or Local

I

Infants. toddlers,
maternity, chairs,
misc.

11
11111#
dow:041140931noksww
LAKE LAND PAINTING

460
Homes For Sale

508 S. 6th St.
Sat., June 9

7187 St. Rt. 94W
Lynn Grove
7 miles West of
Murray
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Lot of items!
Some thing for
everyone!

YARD SALE

1714 Calloway Ave.

2014 Brookhaven
Drive
Gatesborough
Subd.
Saturday
8 a.m. - ?
Garage is Full
Name brand clothes
(men's, women's &
children's), odds &
ends. toys, crafts,
bedding, silk plants
much more

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
2458
Kirksey Rd.
6/9/01
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Sat., June 9
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Murray riding
mower, clothes &

TV, microwave,
furniture, clothes.
kitchen items, toys,
books, tins, many
more,

shoes, $1.00 &
under, old table.
John Deere print.
rear tine tiller.

YARD SALE
1306 Olive
Blvd.
Sat. 6/9
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lamp. new lawn mower.
dog box, shelving, dishes, patio set, name
brand clothes, baby boy
clothes. alot nice household items. Parkett bird
w/new cage.

YARD SALE,LARGE 3 FAMILY
200 Calloway St. Hazel • 641 S. left on
Barnett after crossing
RR tracks. Left at stop
sign. Next street to
right.
Fri. & Sat.•8 a.m.-?
Priced to sell! Most
items other than furniture under $5.00'

-C

Street

460

1718
Holiday Dr.
Fri. 6/8
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 6/9
7 a.m.-12 p.m.

YARD SALE

489-2357

MOVING
SALE
1103 Poplar

Furniture,
exercise equip.,
toys & more.

1502 Oak St.

Sat., June 9th
6 a.m.-Noon
1029 Bethel Rd.
Take 94E to 1483,
turn left, brick house
1.3 miles on left.
Furniture, clothes.
toys, books, etc
NO EARLY SALES

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE
2 FAMILY

Household & misc.
items, couch, fishing
boat. clothes

YARD
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

THREE FAMILY
YARD SALE

Fri., June 8th
6:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat., June 9th
6:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
9127 St. At. 121 N
1 mile west of
Coldwater
Full size mattress and
tins,
springs,
box
Christmas
clothes,
items, crafts, quilts.
books, child's desk, lots
more

Licensed & Insured

David's Home Improvement
'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

P/us...all other home improvements.

Owner & Opera(or
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vin!,1 Siding & Fencing "Mobile Home,

'Brick •All External Cleaning
..Acid Cleaning Axailable
Water 'Parking Lots & Drivo1/4 .1 , Hot
Cse
•We
David Borders

Phone 1270) 759-4734

-tamb Brothers
' Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free ENtimates
24 Hr Service

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Seruce

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul I.au,h
Removal

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

Asaricaff Sit:oda-fat

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
Certtfied TVA Heat Pump Contractor License 0002182

270-759-2288

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide Call
Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information. •
441h
memo

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

['infc.ssi•

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler.' Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
.1976 Chevrolet Corvette
Stingray. Red, sharp,
56.xxx original miles
$11,500. 731-479-7002.
1988 Red Ford Mustang
cyl. PW. PL. CC, AT. runs
good. Good gas mileage
1 owner $85000 489-2534
994-0776
•1993 Dodge Grand Caravan, V-6, all power,
107,xxx miles Like new.
*1995 Chevy Lumina, V-6,
83,xxx miles Very Clean
753-0114
1993 Toyota Camry XLE.
leather interior, moon roof,
AM.FM cassette $5,500
753-8497
1997 Chrysler LHS. P/S.
AC. PAN, cassette,
78,000 miles 68495
753-8355
759-9854

Yaw

i

rStrvic"*.d

Gator Lawn
Mowing
Landscaping
Small enough to
serve, large
enough to care

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways, *Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, *Stripping,
.Chip & seal.
Fully insured.
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
•Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113.

Free Estimate!
Call Shane

210-9722
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo. •
753-9372, 753-0353.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
WEATHER-GUARD
WINDOW COMPANY
Exterior
Home Improvement,
*Replacement windows,
*Vinyl siding,
*Metal roofing,
•Financing available
Call for appointment.
Phone - Fax 759-4766
1-888-321-0818

1993 GMC Van. AC, Power Windows, Power Locks. BRYON'S Lawn Servicp.
TV, 146,000K. As is: Free estimates. 759-02Z6.
S3.600.. Phone 759-1661 CARPORTS Starting at
Leave message.
$675. installed. Roy Hill
1996 Chrysler Town & (270)436-2113.
Cecil McLeod's
Country van. Very clean
Lawnmower Repair.
Price
miles.
112,000
Pick-up & delivery
6 900 Call 435-4545 or
753-9814.
435-4657.
92 Chevy Astro van Must CERAMIC and manmade
Sell was 64,525 sacrifice stone installation.
at $3,925 PW, auto PS, 731-642-9741.
cruise new tires AM/FM COMPLETE LAWN CARE
_
_
OF MURRAY
MOVING
cassette ABS 489-2207
We offer a complete line
Lamb Brothers
of service including:
Cross Country Or Local.
*Lawn mowing,
Licensed & Insured. Call
•Landscaping.
Luke Lamb At
1974 Ford F-100 Range
•Bed mulching.
1-800-611-6854
XLT PU $1000.00
Residental-Commerical
270-753-2555. .
1992 Yamaha TW-200
Free Estimates -Insured.
PROFESSIONAL
landOntoff road bike 6850.00
270-753-6772
scaping by Red. Mainte2000 Yamaha 650 V-Star
270-759-4762.
nance. Planting & custom
Classic 65500.00
Tractor Work
CUSTOM
yard work. Free estimates.
days
leave
270-759-2246
Tilling- Blade Work767-9735.
message.
Bushhogging.
ROOF LEAKING?
1994 Dodge Dakota V-8
Free Estimates.
Call a professional.
78,xxx
miles
loaded
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
Residential, Commercial
$6500 731-479-7002
Phone 270-492-6159.
or Industrial.
98 Chevy Ext cab PU. red,
Cell Phone 853-4188.
270-435-4645.
3dr . loaded, low miles.
ROOFING NEEDS
435-4404.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
*Tear offs •New roofs
99 GMC SL HD 3/4 ton
Work. Free
*Reroofing *Patching
white high miles excellent Siding. Quality
Estimates.
Over
25 Years
•
Free Estimates.
condition 753-7785 519Experience. Gerald WalCall 753-7769
0322
ters. 753-2592.
Leave message.
FENCING
Campers
Midway Fence. All types.
SMALL engine repair
Complete services.
mowers for sale,
16 ft travel trailer. Very
Reasonable prices.
753-0260
nice condition, fully loadFree Estimate Insured.
SUREWAY
ed, 53,900 436-5362 or
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
TREE SERVICE
436-5437
FOR any outdoor
Stump Removal
service's. Lawn, mulch,
1978 Flair 22ft Mt Home
Insured with full line of
shrubs, trees, roof's ed.t
on Dodge Chassis 82,xxx
equipment
Call Brandon
original miles No reasonaFree estimates
436-5277
ble offer refused 437753-5484
4030
1996 Prowler camper 5th
wheel with slide-out cen
tral heat & air Like new
condition
Kept inside
489-2533.

M & T Painting

Now scheduling summer
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

1975 Monark bass boat
with 40Hp mercury motor,
loaded. -very few hours.
$1.895. Call 435-4083.

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

1989 2011 Stratus Pontoon
with 70 hp Evinrude motor,
stereo, live well, trolling
motor & depth finder, with
1997 trailer, $4,200.
767-0815 if no answer
leave message.

270-759-4979

199 Mark Twain ski boat.
U-Haul 3024 V-8 Tam trailer 53300 Call 270-5340183
28FT. Harris pontoon.
115hp Evenrude. Ready to
go. Call 759-9151..
94 Ebbtide Champione
1900 runabout boat, garage kept. Excellent condition $8500. Call 753-2905.

Services Offered
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE tree work,
out
hauling, cleaning
sheds, gutters cleaning.
etc
436-2867
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation.
Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or (270)5594986

*-{
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L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS
• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care
No lobs Too Small Or Too Large
Residential & Commercial• Free Estimate

270-753-8204

FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming removal stump
g ri nding firewood Insured 489-2839
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
Onterior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawnvatio furniture
Louver doors I shutters
•No lob too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
LAWN
mower repair
pick-up or delivery
available
436-2867

Fast. Affordable Service Anywhere You Need Us

JERRY'S GLASS
A Full Service Glass Shop
SPECIALIZING IN AUTO-GLASS
* We come to your home or office
* Approved by all major insurance companies
(we do all the paper work)

2001 Chevy S-10 Ext. Cab
3rd Door, Automatic,
Air, Tilt & Cruise,
CD, Aluminum
Wheels

Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
'Quick Drying

0

753-5827.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.

0

Free Column

LOW GMAC APR
With Approved Credit

FREE baby kittens.
753-4549.
FREE kittens, 8 wks old
Call 753-5280 or 759-4934
FREE puppies,
Cute & friendly.
6 weeks old.
753-9491.
FREE: Kiln Dry sawdust.
by the truck loaded. Call
753-4498.

36 MONTHS
0
Chevrolet Tahoe

Hatfields and
McCoys to
hold reunion
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)- After
more than 100 years of peace, the
cease fire between the Hatfields and
McCoys has come to an end.
Sort of.
Instead of squirrel rifles, descendants of the two Appalachian families will be taking shots at one another with paintball and laser tag
guns at the annual Hatfield-McCoy
Reunion Festival that runs through
Sunday in Pikeville and other towns
along the Tug Fork of the Big
Sandy River.
"We .sort of enjoy shooting at
each other, as long as it's done in
fun," said Ron McCoy of Durham,
N.C., one of the festival organizers
and a great-great-great grandson of
family patriarch Randolph McCoy.
Goggles and helmets are worn
for safety, said Jack Baisden of Logan, W.Va., a Hatfield descendant
who stood beneath a tent in downtown Pikeville Thursday assembling
a paintball gun.
Hatfield and McCoy descendants
are coming together for the second
time in two years. The four-day festival in Pikeville, Williamson and
Matewan, W.Va. includes an assortment of friendly competitions, including softball, tug-of-war, even
golf.
Jerry Hatfield, a photographer
from Texarkana, Texas. and a descendant of "Devil Anse" Hatfield,
said the reunion has resulted in
strong friendships between the
families. The differences have been
long forgotten, and, he said, now
descendants have been brought together by their mutual heritage.
The feud between the McCoys of
Kentucky and the Hatfields of West
Virginia - believed to have
stemmed from a dispute over a pig
- brought national attention to the
region. A court battle over timber
rights escalated the tension in the
early 1870s. By 1888, at least 12
lives were lost as a result of the
feud.

48 MONTHS

Chevrolet Suburban

60 MONTHS
GMC Yukon
PLUS...
Yukon XL
and Denali!!

Large Selection To Choose From!

2001 Chevy Cavalier
Stock #342696 and Stock #367541

CD Player, 6 Speakers,
Sunroof, Spoiler,
Tctchometer, Air,
Intermittent Wipe,
Sport Pkg.

5.75%
(June, 2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and is subject to change on policy anniversary dales
However, regardless of rate changes over
the years, Southern Farm Bureau Life
guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300°..Since early surrender
harges apply. please call for details

4sa

Save Money
Save Gas
33 M.P.G.
Highway
Residency Restrictions Apply
Otter not available with other otters

60 Months

$29494

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

9.90% APR

"We'll Be There"

With Approved Credit
Tax & Tag Not Included

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-GMC INC.
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 753-1629
Email address - dtaylor@Idd.net

Mirrors• Furniture Tops• Plate Glass
Plexiglass • Tempered & Insulated Glass
Patio Door Glass Replacement
,

St 1.1fii,,'

2281 Rob Mason Road

$2 250Rebate
Save Gas 25 M.P.G. Highway

Locally Owned & Operated
Jeff Gream - Associate & Sales

270-759-0203

„VI\
Stock ;128626

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

NOW in MURRAY and
CALLOWAY COUNTY
after serving Mayfield-Graves Co. For 25 Years
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753-4703
Ad 199ANN006
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11 ,11,

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270)753-2617

